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This report has been prepared by KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) for the internal use of Lambton County (“the County” or “Lambton”) pursuant to the
terms of our engagement agreement with Lambton dated August 16, 2021 (the “Engagement Agreement”). This report is being provided to
Lambton on a confidential basis and may not be disclosed to any other person or entity without the express written consent of KPMG and
Lambton. KPMG neither warrants nor represents that the information contained in this report is accurate, complete, sufficient or appropriate
for use by any person or entity other than Lambton for any purpose other than set out in the Engagement Agreement. This report may not be
relied upon by any person or entity other than Lambton, and KPMG hereby expressly disclaims any and all responsibility or liability to any person
or entity other than Lambton in connection with their use of this report.
We had access to information up to November 23, 2021 in order to arrive at our observations but, should additional documentation or other
information become available which impacts upon the observations reached in our report, we will reserve the right, if we consider it necessary,
to amend our report accordingly. This report and the observations and recommendations expressed herein are valid only in the context of the
whole report. Selected observations and recommendations should not be examined outside of the context of the report in its entirety.
Our observations and full report are confidential and are intended for the use of Lambton. Our review was limited to, and our recommendations
are based on, the procedures conducted. The scope of our engagement was, by design, limited and therefore the observations and
recommendations should be considered in the context of the procedures performed. In this capacity, we are not acting as external auditors nor
value for money auditors and, accordingly, our work does not constitute an audit, examination, value for money, attestation, or specified
procedures engagement in the nature of that conducted by external auditors on financial statements or other information and does not result
in the expression of an opinion.
Pursuant to the terms of our engagement, it is understood and agreed that all decisions in connection with the implementation of advice and
recommendations as provided by KPMG during the course of this engagement shall be the responsibility of, and made by, Lambton. KPMG
has not and will not perform management functions or make management decisions for Lambton.
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Executive Summary
Objectives and Scope
In accordance with the approved engagement letter dated August 16, 2021, a review of the payroll and HR
processes was conducted for Lambton County.
The overall objectives of this engagement were to:
— Enhance the operating efficiency and effectiveness of the County’s HR and payroll processes
— Conduct a comprehensive needs assessment that would provide input into the County’s RFP
development process to support a future procurement of a centralized scheduling, time capture, payroll
and HR system(s).
This included identifying opportunities for improvement and formulating recommendations with respect to:
— Timeliness of payroll processing
— Training requirements, particularly where staff turnover is high
— Reporting gaps and concerns over data integrity
— Inefficiencies arising from integrating different modes and systems of payroll data
— System deficiencies that require manual work arounds
— Insufficient vendor support, resulting in issues remaining unresolved.
The responsibility for establishing and maintaining Internal Control Over Financial Reporting (“ICOFR”) and
directing activities related to the assessment of business processes and controls rests with management of
the County.
KPMG carried out the review using our Internal Audit Services methodology consisting of the following:
Phase

Approach

1. Project
initiation

— Project Sponsor / Project Manager Meeting
— Introduced team members, confirmed the scope, established expectations, and
validated our approach
— Kick-off Meeting
— Oriented the Committee to key project elements, including approach,
milestones, timeline, project structure, communication plan and
consultation/engagement plan. Feedback was gathered and any necessary
changes to the elements of the charter were made.

2. Current
State
Analysis

— Documentation review
— KPMG collated and analyzed key documentation provided by the County
— Identification of processes to be mapped
— KPMG proposed a progressive mapping plan via an iterative approach that
included the following sub-processes including:
— Talent Acquisition
— Employee Records Set-up & Maintenance
— Onboarding
— Learning
— Total Rewards
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Phase

Approach
— Workforce Management
— Scheduling
— Health & Safety
— Disability Management
— Management and Regulatory Reporting
— Recording Time and Attendance
— Payroll Processing and Distribution
— Current state process mapping
— KPMG developed an understanding of the current state through 16 process
mapping workshops in line with the sub-processes above. These process
mapping exercises included a specific focus on key information systems.
— Key stakeholder consultations
— KPMG engaged key stakeholders during the facilitated workshops to provide
input on high level visioning and design criteria for a future state. Key
individuals were also engaged on a “one on one” basis outside of these
sessions as needed.
— Broader stakeholder consultations
— KPMG prepared an optional on-line survey targeting municipal employees on
their perception of the County’s payroll process.
— Validation of process maps
— KPMG worked with the County to validate that the process mapping
information are accurate.

3. Desired
State & Gap
Analysis

— Human Resources services benchmarking

— KPMG undertook an analysis of the systems used by other municipalities

(scheduling, payroll processing, HRIS) to identify leading trends, systems and
practices.

— KPMG assessed the organizational structure and staffing levels to provide the

County perspective on potential changes to its payroll and HR function.
— Policy Review

— KPMG reviewed select HR/payroll policies for the County and identified areas

for enhancement through (1) improved operating efficiencies, (2) potential gaps
in policy areas, (3) recommendations to align policies with best practices. See
Appendix 2.
— Gap Analysis

— KPMG undertook a detailed gap analysis that assessed current processes

against the County’s goals, needs/opportunities, future demand/service
expectation and other better practices and delivery models.
— Future state design workshop (preliminary closing meeting)

— KPMG facilitated a future state design workshop in which we presented the
various options to discuss and refine the best option(s) for the County.
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Phase

Approach

4. Final Report
&
Presentation

— Draft report

— KPMG provided a final report to be reviewed with the County’s Project Team.
— Final report
— KPMG issued this final report reflecting the feedback received during the

iterative draft report review process.
— Assistance with drafting of RFP for centralized scheduling, time capture,
payroll, and HR systems

— KPMG provided assistance to the County with developing the RFP scope of

work requirements (i.e. business requirements), which will serve as an input
into the County’s standard procurement/RFP process.

# of Observations 1

High

-

Low

3

Medium

1

Improvement Opportunity

1

Overall Summary of Results
The HR and Payroll processes have been assessed in line with the scope described above. We have worked
with the various stakeholders of the County to gain an understanding of the current process challenges and
requirements and have collaboratively developed a work plan to address these current-state challenges.
Personnel responsible for the HR and Payroll processes at the County have demonstrated a strong
understanding of the tasks required to effectively complete their goals using aging and non-optimal systems,
including implementation of manual controls to accommodate system limitations. Staffing levels within HR
and Payroll are consistent with comparative municipalities, however personnel are overburdened with
manual processes and efficiencies can be realized to enable redeployment of personnel to more value-added
activities. As the volume, frequency and complexity of the HR and Payroll environment increases, a capable
HRIS and Payroll system is required to ensure that the County continues to meet its workforce management
and regulatory responsibilities.
Based on the results of our process understanding and analysis, we identified several weaknesses in the
information systems in place to support the payroll and HR processes:
— Existing systems do not meet the County’s needs. The County uses a variety of systems to manage
employee data, scheduling, time and attendance and payroll processing. The family of systems and tools
being used are decentralized, and often are not interfaced to share data leading to problems surrounding
data integration, mapping, and additional reconciliation and review steps. The systems are also lacking
many benefits that a modern, centralized software solution provides such as employee self-service,
manager self-service, automated workflows, standard reporting, and other features that could work to
reduce or eliminate the manual activities performed by County personnel.
— Lack of employee and manager self-service functionality within existing HRIS and Payroll systems
has led to inefficient processes. The users are also unable to query information without requesting
customized reporting from payroll or HR (e.g. vacation banks).
— Manual, labour-intensive processes have been identified within many of the Payroll and HR processes.
These processes can be optimized with minor process redesign or via the implementation of a new
software solution.
— Duplication of effort and excessive paper-based records is prevalent within a variety of processes.
Paper-based analysis and archiving have resulted in duplication of effort and unnecessary storage
requirements. The HR and Payroll quarterly reporting also requires a large amount of custom reporting
1

Please refer to Appendix 6 for definitions of observation rating criteria.
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generated from multiple sources. The necessity of this data for management review should be
reconsidered.
— Weaknesses in segregation of duties and internal controls have been identified. Access to the
activities of processing/recording, authorizing, and record-keeping should not be granted to the same
individuals. The current duties assumed by Payroll personnel are extensive and include conflicting
responsibilities. The segregation of duties weakness is compounded by a lack of system controls (i.e.
automated exception reporting), and the inability to “lock” prior pay periods in iCity. However, we note
that segregation of personnel within the departments, in addition to the existence of manual controls,
have reduced the risk of error or fraud resulting from these system weaknesses.

Summary of Observations
Page

#

Rating

Observation

1

Low

Lack of employee and manager self-service functionality

5

2

Low

Manual, labour-intensive processes

9

3

Low

Duplication of effort and excessive paper-based records

19

4

Medium

Weaknesses in segregation of duties and internal controls

24

5

Improvement
Opportunity

Existing systems do not meet County’s needs

28
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Observations & Recommendations
1. Lack of employee and manager self-service functionality
Root Cause Category — System weaknesses; ineffective systems in place to meet
user’s needs.

Observation Rating:
Low

Findings and Impact
Criteria:
Many Payroll and HRIS systems, including most modern solutions, leverage employee self-service and manager selfservice modules. This allows employees and managers to review and enter information using their own unique log-in
via the entity’s intranet portal (or, in some cases, directly logging into a cloud platform). These “self-service” actions
allow individuals to access and modify information as needed, without excess processing by other payroll/HR personnel
(although changes are usually reviewed/approved). Example features may include:
— Employee self-serve:
— Electronic timesheet submission and/or revisions
— Update employee personal information (e.g. address, banking information, beneficiaries, etc.)
— Online viewing of absence bank balances and other entitlement data
— Standard reporting of pay stubs, T4s, employment verification letter.
— Manager self-serve:
— Electronic timesheet submission and/or revisions
— Electronic supervisor timesheet approvals
— Online reviewing and reporting of vacation and other absence bank balances
— Submission of employee status change requests (e.g. leave of absence, position changes, temporary duties)
— Standard reporting of workforce related data.
— Workflows:
— Routing of approvals in line with delegated authority and assigned supervisory reviews
— Automated task notifications.
Condition:
Currently, Lambton does not utilize employee/manager self-service within the HR and Payroll processes. This appears
to be primarily a system limitation. The lack of these features within existing systems has led to the following
inefficient processes:
— Timesheet submissions performed either manually (and collated by supervisors and/or admin personnel) or in
separate time capture systems that require manual interfacing to iCity
— Physical collation of timesheets and paper-based (or email) approvals
— Non-timely submission of timesheet data to allow adequate processing time (i.e. bi-weekly payroll submitted midcycle, with week 2 consisting of estimated time)
— Employees and Supervisors are unable to query information without requesting customized reporting from HR or
Payroll (i.e. vacation banks)
— Use of EDF templates in-lieu of self-service or electronic workflows for employee data changes and access
requests.
During our analysis of the current-state payroll and HR sub-processes, we identified the following 6 supporting detailed
observations. In addition to the summary recommendations below, detailed supporting recommendations can be found
on page 6. References can be traced to the corresponding process flowchart in Appendix 4.

–5–
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Fig.1: Supporting observations
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Technology/ systems

Process weakness

Potential risk(s) and consequence:
Manual, personnel-centric processes introduce the following risks:
— Increased likelihood of errors (human error) and inconsistencies in data
— Burdensome on County personnel, with recurring/repetitive tasks – effort that could be redeployed to more valueadded activities
— General slowdown in processing times.
Recommendation(s)
1.1. As part of the Payroll/HRIS system selection and implementation, the County should consider the above features
“core” or “mandatory” when soliciting vendor responses. See Appendix 5 for an example to serve as an input into
the County’s RFP process.
We have been informed by County personnel that infoHR, the current HR information system, appears to have the
ability to provide manager self-service features; however, this feature has not been implemented. While this would
greatly improve access to information for supervisors when querying employee information, it does not appear to
enable large-scale efficiency gains that would be realized with entity-wide employee self-service and related
automated workflows.
1.2. Consider the detailed supporting recommendations as provided in the following table.

Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

1

SCH3

Scheduling

Timesheets are manual and timeintensive for preparation and review

Technology/
systems

Timesheets should be
submitted directly by the
employee and, ideally,
workflowed to supervisors for
approval. As a new Payroll and
HRIS is being sought in 2022,
these features should be
prioritized.

Technology/
systems

We were informed that this
process is due to Cultural
Services staff not always
clocking in/out, hence changing
to scheduled shifts. For

Scheduler collects manual time sheets
which are then provided to the
Supervisor for review and approval. This
is a manual process which creates
inefficiencies and increased risk of
human errors.
2

SCH5

Scheduling

SNAP Schedule does not have a
built-in approval workflow requiring
additional manual steps
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Supervisor receives employee email
confirmation of timesheet accuracy,
prints out and manually signs off to
approve timesheets. It is noted that
Cultural Services use scheduled hours
to pay employees as they do not “clock
in” or “clock out”.
3

SCH6 SNAP

Scheduling

SNAP Schedule time submission
process is not timely (inefficient)

standardized schedules, this is
acceptable; however, variations
to standard schedules requires
labour-intensive time approvals.
Employee self-serve features
should be prioritized for the
new Payroll and HRIS system.
Technology/
systems

With the lack of a SNAP built-in approval
workflow, the timesheet approval
process starts the week before the end
of the pay period, and approved
timesheets must be submitted to
Payroll by Wednesday of the non-pay
week. Hence, Cultural Services are
submitting and approving timesheets
with a combination of estimated and
worked hours (e.g., one week of actual
time and one week of estimated time).
Any timesheet adjustments result in
additional manual steps for Supervisors
to re-review and re-approve timesheets.
Adjustments are accounted for in the
following pay period, if required. The
current explanation for this limitation is
Payroll processing times. Cultural
Services needs to complete their
employee time entry modifications 2-3
days prior to the end of the pay period.
4

PPT1

Payroll
Processing

Manual / paper-based timesheets
should be eliminated

COM1

Comp.

Use of manual Employee Data Forms
(EDFs) instead of system-generated
workflow to request employee
information changes
infoHR does not have self-service
functions enabled; hence, all changes to
employee profile information are raised
by supervisors and completed by
Payroll. The County relies heavily on
EDFs to request and process employee
–7–

Timeliness of timesheet
submissions is affected by
payroll processing hours
required to receive, validate,
process, and pay in line with
County payroll cycle. The
complexity of these differing
timesheet submission
processes puts additional strain
on the payroll processing team.
Employee self-serve features
should be prioritized for the
new Payroll and HRIS system.

Technology/
systems

Manual timesheets create inefficiencies
where Payroll manually collates
timesheet data, verify approval,
reconcile and review data, input data
into iCity, and file the paper documents
for record keeping. The current
reasoning behind paper time sheets not
being moved to online time entry is the
short Payroll timelines.
5

Recommendation

Manual timesheets and
differing time capture systems
puts additional strain on the
payroll processing team.
Employee and manager selfserve features should be
prioritized for the new Payroll
and HRIS system.

Technology/
systems

Many of these features are
available standard in modern
software solutions. While the
County has found effective
short-term solutions to manage
the significant amount of
employee data processed on a
daily basis, as a new Payroll
and HRIS is being sought in
2022, these features should be
Document classification: KPMG Confidential
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

information changes. Templates
include:
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
6

PRR1

Payroll
Reporting

Recommendation
prioritized. EDFs should then
be retired.

New Hire and Rehire Form
Supervisor Change Form
Position & Status Change Form
Personal Information Change Form
Termination & Resign Form
Leave Form
Reactivate from Leave Form
Miscellaneous Change Form
Additional Position Form
New Unpaid Position Form

Payroll produces customized reports
requested by specific departments or
employees
Every pay period, Payroll produces
customized reports requested by
specific departments or employees for
specific payroll information.
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Process

For recurring management
reporting packages, reporting
requirements should be
revisited and reduced to only
what is necessary / reviewed
by management.
Manager self-serve features
should be prioritized for the
new Payroll and HRIS system.
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Observation Rating:
Low

2. Manual, labour-intensive processes
Root Cause Category — System weaknesses; lack of standardized processes;
ineffective systems in place to meet user’s needs
Findings and Impact

Criteria:
Recurring processes benefit from being supported by two key concepts: (1) standardization; and (2) automation. Where
automation cannot occur to reduce the overall resource burden and related processing times, standardization of
processes is prioritized. Policies, procedures, and related guidance notes support and provide direction for these
processes.
Condition:
Our review of Payroll and HR sub-processes revealed many manual, labour intensive tasks that can be optimized with
minor process redesign or via the implementation of a more modern software solution. Examples of these
manual/inefficient processes include (but are not limited to):
— Approvals are often given via email or with “wet ink” signatures on printed forms
— Paper-based submission of CBA-related expense allowance claims are submitted via mail and processed manually
— Onboarding is manually tracked, and corporate orientation training requires significant manual data-entry by HR
— Performance management does not follow a consistent annual cycle (rather, done on employee anniversary dates)
— Seniority calculations and tracking is an extremely manual paper-based process
— Absence and/or vacation requests are done via email or spreadsheet with customized reporting and adjustments
— Various excel-based trackers are used to monitor key data outside of HRIS and Payroll systems, whether due to
system weaknesses or employee preference, including:
— Position and salary grids
— Benefits changes
— Disability waiver dates
— Employee status changes for OMERS Reporting
— Health & safety incident tracking and reporting
— Leave of Absence (LOA) tracking
— Non-Union temporary duties tracking
— Benefit changes, pay adjustments and premium billings
— Absence bank balances and vacation and sick pay calculations
— WSIB claims
— Non-occupational disability cases
— T4 balances.
— Extensive effort performed by Payroll to review, reconcile, and correct timesheet data prior to running payroll
calculations. The County has assigned Payroll the accountability of ensuring timesheet data is complete and
accurate; therefore, Payroll is performing “timesheet cleansing” activities each pay period:
— Use of balancing spreadsheets to review and reconcile the entire workforce’s timesheet data
— Reconciliation of timesheet data transmitted via “flat files” between scheduling systems and iCity
— Adjusting timesheet data (Supervisor approvals are obtained via email)
— Use of exception reports to verify that iCity has captured timesheet data completely and accurately.

— The County has 11 CBAs and 24 different pay groups adding additional complexities in managing HR and Payroll

sub-processes. Examples include:
— Scheduling and recording shift hours, processing absence requests, and administrating shift callouts
— LTC and EMS are using different sets of Staff Schedule Care time codes, which requires additional tracking and
mapping to iCity time codes
— Monitoring absence bank balances and processing associated payouts
–9–
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— Expense allowances claims are submitted to Finance, Payroll, or handled by individual CBAs
— Remittance reports customized to individual CBA requirements.
During our analysis of the current-state payroll and HR sub-processes, we identified the following 39 supporting detailed
observations. In addition to the summary recommendations below, detailed supporting recommendations can be found
on page 11. References can be traced to the corresponding process flowchart in Appendix 4.

Fig.2: Supporting observations
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Process weakness

Potential risk(s) and consequence:
Manual and labour-intensive processes introduce the following risks:
— Increased likelihood of errors (human error) and inconsistencies in data
— Burdensome on County personnel, with recurring/repetitive tasks – effort that could be redeployed to more valueadded activities (in addition to employee burnout).
— General slowdown in processing times.
— Loss of process knowledge due to absence or turnover of key individuals in HR and Payroll functions
— Microsoft Excel, while a common and often powerful tool, is not suitable for end-user computing within HR and
Payroll processes. Wide and uncontrolled use of Excel in this environment results in:
— Disaggregated control over employee personal information – with employee names, schedules, vacation banks,
and other information saved on a variety of user terminals
— Lack of end-user computing controls.
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Recommendation(s)
2.1. While some individual processes can be redesigned to reduce manual effort, the most significant process
improvements will come in the form of a “rules engine” embedded within HRIS and Payroll systems. A rules
engine is a system, or component of a system (i.e. “app”) that allows the business to customize payroll and HR
“rules” that are then automatically processed without human intervention (or with limited intervention). Example
use cases for rules engines include:
a.

Calculation of entitlements in line with pre-entered CBA terms, including entitlements for employees with
positions across more than one union.

b. Automatic updating of banks and entitlements based on timesheet coding and CBA terms
c.

Pre-determined “step ups” and seniority calculations based on employee contracts and CBA tables

d. Specific parameters of time codes that employees can use
Furthermore, the County should consider system-enabled solutions to the various observations noted via an
“optional” or “mandatory” feature when soliciting vendor responses for a Payroll/HRIS solution. See Appendix 5 for
an example to serve as an input into the County’s RFP process.
2.2. Consider the detailed supporting recommendations as provided in the following table.

Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

1

SCH1

Scheduling

Manual Outlook scheduling process
for Social Services is inefficient

Technology/
systems

Explore a centralized
scheduling solution as part of
the 2022 Payroll and HR
software implementation.

Currently, employee schedules are
maintained manually. This manual
exercise creates operational
inefficiencies as well as an increased
risk of human errors.
2

SCH4

Scheduling

Entity-wide absence and/or vacation
request and approval process in
inconsistent and inefficient
All employees submit vacation request
forms to Scheduler who then must
manually enter each request into a
spreadsheet. This manual entry process
creates inefficiencies and has an
increased risk of human error.

Process

Employee and manager selfserve features should be
prioritized for the new Payroll
and HRIS system.

3

SCH7

Scheduling

Timing of flat file submission versus
timesheet approval results in
inconsistent time entry data

Technology/
systems

Adjustments to time submitted
should be processed on a
future pay period; retrospective
time changes should be
captured via a purpose-built
report.

Timesheet entries are not locked upon
approval and employees can continue to
adjust hours while the time entry data is
transmitted to Payroll for processing. In
addition, the scheduling systems do not
flag adjustments made after timesheet
approval or flat file transmission.
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

4

SCH8

Scheduling

Effort spent by Payroll in correcting
timesheet discrepancies is inefficient

Technology/
systems

Employee and manager selfserve features should be
prioritized for the new Payroll
and HRIS system. Timesheet
discrepancies should be
rejected by payroll processors
(redirected via workflow back
to supervisor).

Technology/
systems

Consolidation of time capture
software solutions (and
interfacing where this is not
possible) will help to reduce
these errors and adjustments.

Currently, timesheet discrepancies are
investigated and managed by Payroll
with the assistance of Supervisors. The
errors are primarily coding errors or
hourly discrepancies between when
timesheets are approved and when
system data is transferred.
5

SCH10

Scheduling

Mapping of SSC time codes to iCity
results in frequent errors
SSC uses a different set of time codes
that are mapped to iCity time codes.
The mapping of timesheet codes needs
to be accurate to ensure accurate data
transmission between SSC and iCity.

6

SCH12

Scheduling

SSC timeclock is not configured to
capture shifts that proceed past
midnight (overnight shifts).
Currently, SSC system timeclock resets
at midnight and limits the ability to
correctly record overnight shifts;
requiring Supervisors or Ward Clerks to
manually adjust timesheets to
accurately reflect the overnight shifts.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation or
configuration; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation; alternatively,
explore configuration correction
or separate automation (e.g.
“stitching” of shifts via a
custom “bolt-on” solution).

7

SCH13

Scheduling

Supervisors manually notifies Payroll
that timesheets are approved.
Payroll currently does not receive
system notification of completion of
timesheet approval.

Technology/
systems

Employee and manager selfserve features should be
prioritized for the new Payroll
and HRIS system.

8

SCH14

Scheduling

SSC can only handle one set of union
rules for LTC shift call-outs.
Currently, SSC data configuration
cannot accommodate more than one
set of CBA rules regarding shift call-outs
resulting in the use of three
workstreams of SSC Mass Messaging,
Wizard Call and manual call-outs for
nursers.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

9

SCH15

Scheduling

SSC system limitations for setting
call-out rules for EMS.
Currently, SSC has system limitations in
setting CBA required shift call-out rules.
Therefore, EMS implemented
Everbridge to assist with their call-outs.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

– 12 –
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

10

PPT2

Payroll
Processing

Timesheet submissions can trigger
negative time bank hours leading to
processing errors
Employee submitted timesheets may
not always consider the availability of
sufficient absence bank hours. In
addition, scheduling systems may not
always reflect accurate bank hours
requiring Payroll to perform additional
reviews to track and maintain the
accuracy of absence bank hours. iCity
cannot process negative bank hours and
requires manual adjustments to resolve
this.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

11

PPT5

Payroll
Processing

Payroll must update all employee
master file changes and set up
timesheet templates in iCity before
running payroll calculations.

Technology/
systems

Segregation concern; consider
migrating duties to HR
personnel.
Additionally, employee and
manager self-serve features
should be prioritized for the
new Payroll and HRIS system.

Prior to running payroll calculations,
Payroll needs to complete all employee
master file changes that were
requested through EDFs. Once master
files are updated, Payroll needs to set
up timesheet templates in iCity for
employees using paper timesheets or
exception reports to pull timesheet
hours for payroll calculation.
12

SEN1

Seniority
Calc.

Labour intensive process to manually
calculate and track seniority

Process

Prioritize rules engine
automation of the process (key
use case) as part of the new
Payroll and HRIS system.

Process

Prioritize rules engine
automation of the process (key
use case) as part of the new
Payroll and HRIS system.

Seniority calculations and tracking relies
heavily on excel-compiled worksheets
due to lack of system-enabled rules
engine to analyze, calculate and track
seniority.
13

ETB1

Employee
Time Bank

Manual data entries to update
absence bank entitlements are
inefficient
Payroll needs to manually update the
following absence bank entitlements in
iCity:
— intermittent and floater time
(annually at start of calendar year)
— sick time entitlements when there
are CBA changes
— vacation entitlements (run monthly
for anniversary dates or when there
are CBA changes)
— Payroll also updates absence bank
entitlements data in SSC.

– 13 –
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

Technology/
systems

Software limitation: this is a
more common feature in
modern payroll solutions.
Where standard features
cannot accommodate more
complex union calculations
(unlikely), prioritize rules engine
automation.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

(Note: Absence bank data does not
interface with SNAP)
14

ETB3

Employee
Time Bank

iCity is unable to calculate payment
in lieu of vacation and sick time for
PT employees
All vacation and sick pay are manually
calculated for part-time employees of
ONA 19, CUPE 1291, and UNIFOR 444.
The calculated accrual hours are
manually entered into iCity.

15

ETB4

Employee
Time Bank

Vendor no longer supporting
assistance of SSC absence bank
rollover
Starting in 2022, Payroll will perform
additional duties in processing the SSC
absence bank rollover. The SSC vendor
is discontinuing this support service.
These rules are established to ease
process for employers, not necessarily
required. SSC will still provide support if
errors occur.

16

PFM1

Perform.
Mgmt.

Performance reviews are performed
throughout the year based on
employee start/anniversary dates
Performance evaluations are conducted
throughout the year based on employee
start/anniversary dates. This requires
additional HR and Supervisors effort to
track and manage the goal setting and
performance evaluation process
throughout the year.

Process

Performance review calendar
should be standardized to align
all entity-wide performance
reviews to the same cycle,
consistent with better-practice
performance management
programs.

17

WSIB1

WSIB

WSIB cases are tracked manually via
an excel spreadsheet.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

18

COM2

Comp.

Position and salary grids are tracked
in excel

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

Position and salary grids are tracked and
maintained in excel as source file for
infoHR records.
19

COM3

Comp.

infoHR overrides historical data
creating limitations on generating
reports for data analysis
infoHR can only record current wage
rates. Cannot pre-set future changes.
Historical salary grids are automatically
erased by system; hence, the need to
generate crystal reports to retain
records of before and after changes.
– 14 –
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

20

COM5

Comp.

Retro Pay Statements are manually
generated

Process

Modern system reporting
functionality may be able to
supplement this process;
however, depending on the
level of detail required, custom
reporting may still be required.
Explore as part of 2022 Payroll
and HR software
implementation.

Process

Employee expenses should be
submitted either via payroll
(standardized) or via AP
expense claims in electronic
format. Approval of these
expense CBA-related expense
claims should be routed to
payroll electronically.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

Process

Prioritize rules engine
automation of the process (key
use case) as part of the new
Payroll and HRIS system.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

The Payroll Supervisor creates individual
employee statements of retro pay from
the Retro Pay Calculation Spreadsheet
and emails or mails to all employees
receiving retro pay.

21

COM6

Comp.

CBA-related expense allowance
claims are submitted to Payroll by
mail
Approved expense allowance claims
and associated receipts are mailed to
Payroll for processing. It is noted that
these CBA related expense claims
processed through payroll are minimal
in volume each year. Generally, most
use the employee expense claim
process. Both methods required
Supervisor / Manager approval.

22

COM7

Comp.

Manual tracking list of non-union
employees with temporary duties
Manual tracking of non-union
employees with temporary duties to
process temporary duties allowance
each pay period (inefficient).

23

24

BEN1

SER1

Benefits
Enrollment

Manual tracking of benefit changes

Service
Recogn.

Service Recognition List is manually
compiled

Employee benefit change are tracked
via an excel spreadsheet for monthly
benefit updates in infoHR.

Employee information reports are
generated from infoHR, and HR
manually compiles a Service
Recognition List for management and
Labour Relations review and approval.
25

BEU2

Benefits
Updates

Manual tracking of benefit pay
adjustments
Benefit pay adjustments are tracked
manually via spreadsheet.

26

BEU3

Benefits
Updates

Manual tracking of employee
premium billings
Benefit premium billings are tracked
manually for employee invoicing.
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

27

TER1

Terminate

infoHR does not sync termination
status with SNAP

Process

While there is an opportunity to
enable via system interfacing,
consider exploring a
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation. This feature
can be revisited if needed at a
later date (i.e. if not resolved by
the chosen software solution).

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

Process

Prioritize rules engine
automation of the process (key
use case) as part of the new
Payroll and HRIS system.

Process

Modern system reporting
functionality may be able to
supplement this process;
however, depending on the
level of detail required, custom
reporting may still be required.
Explore as part of 2022 Payroll
and HR software
implementation.

Process

Modern system reporting
functionality may be able to
supplement this process;
however, depending on the
level of detail required, custom
reporting may still be required.
Explore as part of 2022 Payroll
and HR software
implementation.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

Cultural Services Supervisors update
employee termination status in SNAP
manually. This was a decision made at
the time of implementation but could be
automatically completed through
system interfaces.
28

ATM1

Absence
Mgmt.

LOA is tracked in excel. LOA EDF is
printed for each pay period for
Payroll to calculate LOA pay
For example, if an employee is using
sick time to fund the leave, Payroll will
keep track of the available sick time
until leave becomes unpaid.

29

ATM2

Absence
Mgmt.

Disability waiver dates are tracked
manually in excel
Disability waiver dates are tracked in
excel. Disability waiver comes into play
on the first day of the 5th month after
the LOA incident.

30

NOD1

Non-Occ.
Disability

Non-occupational disability cases are
initiated and tracked manually
Non-occupational disability cases are
initiated by Supervisor emails or phone
calls. Cases are tracked manually by
HR.

31

NOD2

Non-Occ.
Disability

Employee absence bank balance is
monitored and tracked manually by
HR
Employee absence bank balance is
monitored and tracked manually by HR
to determine whether employee has
sufficient hours to cover short-term
disability where employee has no
weekly indemnity entitlement.

32

PRR2

Payroll
Reporting

T4 balancing is performed manually
due to iCity limitations
Payroll maintains a reconciliation
workbook of GL, earnings, deductions,
remittances, and CRA payment by
employee by T4 boxes. Spreadsheet is
updated each pay period. iCity is not
date sensitive to employee status
changes; hence, the need for manual
– 16 –
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

Process

Modern system reporting
functionality may be able to
supplement this process;
however, depending on the
level of detail required, custom
reporting may still be required.
Explore as part of 2022 Payroll
and HR software
implementation.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

Process

Health and safety compliance
tools are common and often
affordable for basic features. If
not captured as part of the
2022 Payroll and HR software
implementation, consider
“light” health & safety
applications.

reconciliation to ensure accuracy of T4
data.
33

PRR3

Payroll
Reporting

Employee status changes are tracked
manually for OMERS reporting
Employee status changes (e.g. new
hires, terminations, broken service, etc.)
are tracked manually for year-end
OMERS reporting.

34

PRR4

Payroll
Reporting

T4s can only be run once in iCity and
iCity cannot issue amended T4s
electronically
T4s can only be run once in iCity.
Therefore, Payroll runs draft T4s in iCity
test area each quarter to ensure data
accuracy. If there is a need to amend a
T4, iCity will overwrite the original T4
and Payroll will need to manually mail
the amended T4 to CRA and the
employee. A replacement T4 flat file
can be generated to upload
electronically on the CRA website, but a
T4 marked "amended" cannot be
printed.

35

HSP1

Health and
Safety

Incident reporting is tracked
manually
Incidents are reported manually via
phone calls or email submission of
incident forms. Investigations of
incidents are manually administered.

36

HSP2

Health and
Safety

Manual reporting Health and Safety
matters

Process

Investigation and inspection reports are
manually created. Health and Safety
reports have limited visibility into
statistics and trends to implement
proactive prevention measures.
37

GER3

General
Recruit.

Manual Offer Letters created outside
of Njoyn
Manual Offer Letters are created
outside of Njoyn due to the following
scenarios:

— Hiring a senior position and the

County wishes to send the
candidate a robust Offer Package.
Additional documents cannot be
attached to Njoyn generated Offer
Letters.
– 17 –

Process

We have been informed by
County personnel that talent
attraction modules will form an
important part of the 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation. Considering
this, a comprehensive offer
management suite of tools
should be prioritized when
evaluating vendor responses.
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

— There was no job posting created in

However, these manual offers
are infrequent and do not
represent a significant burden
to the County.

Njoyn, and the candidate does not
have a Njoyn applicant profile
account. This is mostly due to a
sudden need for temporary
coverage of a specific position.

38

REO1

Regular
Onboard

Employee Active Onboarding
spreadsheet is manually tracked

Process

Employee Active Onboarding
spreadsheet is manually tracked by the
ESC. The spreadsheet tracker is used to
assign employee IDs and the file is
saved on the ESC desktop.
39

LTO1

LTC
Onboard

Manual tracking and follow-up of
completion of LTC onboarding
checklist.
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Recommendation

Process

Key spreadsheets should be
stored on, and protected by,
County shared folders and
related permissions.
Consider onboarding/training
management applications as
part of the 2022 Payroll and HR
software implementation.
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3. Duplication of effort and excessive paper-based records
Root Cause — Ineffective systems in place to meet user needs; lack of modernized
archival/approval policies.

Observation Rating:
Low

Findings and Impact
Criteria:
Record management policies should outline key record retention and business continuity practices. Key institutional
knowledge should reside with the organization via the use of system records and not with individual personnel. Where
practical, electronic calculations and forms should be used to increase efficiency and reduce the risk of lost records.
Condition:
Various paper-based processes have resulted in duplication of effort and unnecessary archival requirements, including:
— Paper-based pay stubs in certain circumstances
— Hard-copy or printed registers and cheque reports for processing and reviewing payroll calculations and payroll data
— Printing and approval of timesheets, or detailed confirmation of electronic timesheet accuracy in lieu of exception
reporting
— Printing and filing of various HR records that exist electronically in their original form (this practice spans from
recruiting, onboarding, compensation administration, benefits enrolment and benefits updates to management of
health and safety, labour relations, non-occupational disability, WSIB claims and termination of employment).
Data integration challenges between the various scheduling systems to infoHR and iCity requires data entry into
multiple systems to maintain data integrity. This has led to an organizational culture that heavily relies on paper-based
records and other manual calculations due to a lack of confidence in the current suite of system capabilities. Personnel
are falling back to paper records and Excel as the “trusted” systems. Examples observed include:
— Updating absence bank balances in iCity: Payroll needs to update the same applicable information in Staff Schedule
Care; iCity absence bank data does not interface with SNAP Schedule and requires manual monitoring.
— Collation of timesheet hours from each scheduling system requires Payroll to perform at least two reconciliations
per system to migrate timesheet data into iCity before running payroll calculations.
— Payroll performs additional reconciliations to ensure data transfer between infoHR and iCity are complete and
accurate.
Additionally, HR and Payroll reporting requires a large amount of custom reporting generated from multiple sources.
The necessity of this data for management review should be considered.
— The quarterly HR reporting package requires HR to compile custom reports from manual records, data sourced from
IT, and run Report Manager and Crystal reporting tools. The reporting content, which has not changed for several
years, cannot be directly generated from infoHR and iCity.
— Each pay period, Payroll provides customized reports to individual user groups requested by employees,
departments, and union representatives.
— iCity overwrites historical data; therefore, HR and Payroll must rely on Crystal Reports or Excel spreadsheets to
maintain audit trails and data needed for analysis and reporting purposes.
During our analysis of the current-state payroll and HR sub-processes, we identified the following 13 supporting detailed
observations. In addition to the summary recommendations below, detailed supporting recommendations can be found
on page 21. References can be traced to the corresponding process flowchart in Appendix 4.
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Fig.3: Supporting observations
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Potential risk(s) and consequence:
— Paper-based records, while they may feel safer and more accessible, are not suitable for the majority of HR and
Payroll processes. Wide use of paper-based records results in:
— Lack of control surrounding security of personal information with employee personnel information printed on
paper and kept in manual cabinets in the office (although locked in a “vault”)
— Increased effort and time required for printing, scanning and hand-off of paper files.
— Loss of staffing capacity with focus on non-value-added activities
— Poor return on investment of current systems.

Recommendation(s)
Some short-term solutions can partially alleviate these inefficiencies, specifically:
3.1. Require all employees to receive pay stubs electronically, unless specifically prevented by a CBA. For personnel
without County email addresses, consider using a third-party provider (e.g. ePost).
3.2. Eliminate “print and sign” requirements; move to on-screen reviews and digital archiving. System approval
“workflows” will greatly enable this.
3.3. Cease the printing and archiving of all records that exist electronically in their original form; digital archiving should
become the default action.
3.4. For recurring management reporting packages, reporting requirements should be revisited to ensure only what is
necessary and being reviewed is created.
These short-term solutions will be assisted by the implementation of a modern HRIS/Payroll system. This system will
help to reduce duplicative efforts via the effective use of manager self-service features for most ad-hoc reporting
requests.
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

1

SCH2

Scheduling

Printing of records that exist
electronically in their original form

Process

Eliminate printing and
transferring of paper records for
review and approval. Use
system tools where practical or
use email approvals and
communication where
necessary. Standardized forms
and communications (i.e.
“templates”) should be
prioritized for recurring emails.

Process

For standardized timesheets
(e.g. employees working a
consistent schedule), consider
requiring timesheets for nonstandard adjustments only,
thus greatly reducing timesheet
submissions. Require
supervisors to approve nonstandard timesheet
submissions only.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

Process

Implement digital archiving;
eliminate printing and archiving
records

Scheduler manually prints a
spreadsheet with collated vacation
requests and hands to supervisor for
approval. This is an additional manual
step in the process.

2

SCH9

Scheduling

Supervisors are confirming accuracy
of all timesheets
Each pay period, Supervisors are
required to confirm timesheet hours,
approving and submitting timesheets,
and emailing payroll to capture
variances, errors or system data
discrepancies (rather than exceptions
only).

3

PPT3

Payroll
Processing

Lack of confidence with scheduling
system data leading to additional
manual reconciliations and review
steps
Payroll is using excel balancing
spreadsheets to capture each pay
group's timesheet hours and timesheet
codes for accuracy review and
validation of data transmittal from
scheduling systems to iCity.

4

PPT6

Payroll
Processing

Overreliance on hard copy
documentation to process and
review payroll
Payroll relies on maintaining hard copy
support documents and printing key
reports to review the accuracy and
completeness of calculated payroll
amounts. The County has 24 pay
groups and reports are run by each pay
group. This includes running summary
of gross and net pay, transaction
registers, payroll registers, employee
cheque reports, and summarizing the
payroll registers and employee cheque
reports into a county-wide payroll
summary spreadsheet. In addition,
remittance reports are printed to verify
GL accuracy for AP processing. It is
noted that hard copy documentation
proves instrumental when systems
outages occur, as does electronic
– 21 –

Refresh business continuity
procedures to mitigate risk of
system outages (Minimum
Recovery Time Objectives
should be clarified; Business
Impact Analysis should be
updated).
Consider consolidated solution
via 2022 Payroll and HR
software implementation.
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

Process

Eliminate “print and sign”
requirements.

Process

Eliminate mailing paper pay
stubs – consider using ePost
for personnel that do not have a
County email address.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

Process

For recurring management
reporting packages, reporting
requirements should be
revisited to ensure only what is
necessary and being reviewed
is created.

documentation when paper files are
inaccessible. These emergency
response policy and audit procedures
need to be considered.
5

PPT7

Payroll
Processing

Physical approval signatures are
inefficient
Management physically signs
transaction registers and CIBC
confirmation report for record keeping.

6

PPT9

Payroll
Processing

Eliminate mailing paper pay stubs
Payroll mails paper pay stubs to
employees that do not have a County
email address.
Paper pay stubs are only used for
unique situations (e.g. termination or
leave of absence) and not for routine
practices. Only occurs during email
outages. The only paper pay stubs
mailed are those receiving a final pay,
leave top-ups, or if the employee is not
provided access to email (particularly
students).

7

COM4

Comp.

Complaints that Crystal Reports are
not user-friendly
Users of Crystal Reports noted
challenges in generating and exporting
the reports for data analysis. Most
report users use excel to perform data
analysis.

8

BEU1

Benefits
Updates

Reconciliation between infoHR and
iCity are manual and repetitive
Reconciliations are performed to ensure
data transfer between infoHR and iCity
are complete and accurate. This is a
manual and repetitive process in lieu of
system/automated controls.

9

HRR1

HR
Reporting

The HR Quarterly Reporting Package
comprises large amounts of data for
management to review
The HR Quarterly Reporting Package
comprises multiple detailed reports of
various workforce matters. The
reporting package structure and content
has not changed in several years. HR is
uncertain what type of reports and the
level of detail information is valuable for
management to review.
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

10

HRR2

HR
Reporting

The HR Quarterly Reporting Package
requires HR to generate report
content from multiple sources
In order to prepare the HR Quarterly
Reporting Package, HR has to generate
report content from multiple sources
using various methods, such as
consolidation of manual reports from
spreadsheets, position reports, reports
provided by IT, crystal reports, and
Report Manager reports, which HR has
to rely on IT to update reporting
parameters each quarter.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

General
Recruit.

Print and file approved job requests

Process

Eliminate printing and archiving

General
Recruit.

Setting outlook reminders of job
post closing dates

Process

This is minor but not necessary;
system mistrust.

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

11

12

GER1

GER2

Changes to HR quarterly
reporting requirements may
alleviate the need for data
imports from multiple sources.

Approved job requests are printed for
HR paper records.

In addition to receiving job boards
notification, recruiting sets outlook
reminders that job posts are closed.
13

REO2

Regular
Onboard

Completion of corporate orientation
training requires HR to perform
several data entry steps.
— Supervisors mail the completed
Worksite Orientation Checklist to
HR Assistant
— HR enters the checklist data entry
into infoHR
— HR updates infoHR with
Quizmaster's Workplace
Harassment test results
— Completion of corporate orientation
is recorded as ORIE via data entry in
infoHR.
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4. Weakness in segregation of duties and internal controls
Root Cause — Weakness in control design of segregation of duties; ineffective systems
that led to current allocation of roles and responsibilities.

Observation Rating:
Medium

Findings and Impact
Criteria:
Segregation of duties, i.e. having more than a single individual complete a task, is an internal control concept designed
to reduce the risk of error and/or fraud by preventing any single individual from having too much authority/access. In the
HR and payroll environment, the following key duties should not be performed by the same individual:
— Employee Masterfile changes / editing
— Timekeeping
— Processing of payroll
— Approval of pay runs
— Disbursement of funds (including authorization of any physical cheques)
— Posting of journal entries.
Condition:
We observed the following conflicting duties:
— The Payroll Clerk and Data Processors have end-to-end payroll access; these individuals can edit employee
information, record/modify hours reported, process and edit payroll, and physically pay employees via EFT and
cheques. These individuals also post payroll and benefits journal entries to the GL.
The Payroll Supervisor performs the following key reviews as compensating controls to mitigate the risk of limited
segregation of duties within the Payroll function.
— Review and approve payroll transaction registers of payroll calculations
— Review CIBC confirmation reports of bank disbursement amounts after payment. However, the Data Processor 1
has banking authority to authorize CIBC payment release; payroll disbursements are not reviewed prior to payment.
— Review and approve remittance journal entries; however, payroll and benefits journal entries are not reviewed in
detail prior to posting.
These segregation of duties weaknesses are compounded by a lack of iCity system controls, for example:
— iCity does not lock down the transaction register data once the Payroll Supervisor approves the data
— Lack of automated exception reporting to assist with management review of payroll data
— Lack of “park and post” functions to prepare and post journal entries.
Finally, and most importantly, there is no formal management sign-off of changes to the employee master file, including
changes to salary/rates, banking information, new hires, terminations, temporary leaves, etc. While the County reviews
submitted EDFs for appropriateness, the subsequent changes to employee master files are not similarly validated.
During our analysis of the current-state payroll and HR sub-processes, we identified the following 7 supporting detailed
observations. In addition to the summary recommendations below, detailed supporting recommendations can be found
on page 26. References can be traced to the corresponding process flowchart in Appendix 4.
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Fig.4: Supporting observations
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Potential risk(s) and consequence:
Without adequate segregation of duties, including system controls and management oversight, there is an increased
risk of:
— Fictitious employees, leading to unauthorized payroll expense, or inaccurate employee information leading to
inaccurate payroll expense
— Unauthorized changes to payroll system resulting in duplicate or fictitious payments or use of incorrect pay rates
— Incorrect disbursement of funds, including disbursements which do not align to authorized pay run
— Fraud and financial loss.

Recommendation(s)
Personnel responsible for the HR and Payroll processes at the County have demonstrated a strong understanding of the
tasks required to effectively complete their goals using aging and non-optimal systems, including implementation of
manual controls to accommodate system limitations. To reduce the risk of error or fraud, duties should be further
segregated such that no single individual performs any two of the duties described above. However, due to the reality
of personnel and resource restrictions, the following key duties should be reallocated as a priority:
4.1. Payment of funds should not be performed by Payroll. Consider “release” of funds or at least post-payment review
by Finance. Consider CIBC commercial banking controls to limit payments to a single individual (or group of
individuals) over a certain amount.
4.2. The responsibility of recording complete and accurate timesheet hours should be reassigned back to employees
and Supervisors. Payroll should only be importing hours to run payroll. Individuals with the ability to process payroll
should not have access to enter/modify hours.
4.3. Payroll should only be making changes to employee master file data that are related to pay. Payroll should not have
access to edit both iCity payroll data and infoHR employee master file data. Considering having HR either process
all employee master file data changes or review such changes on a regular basis (i.e. review system log of changes
to employee records to identify errors or irregularities in employee master file changes, including testing specific
changes by tracing back to source documentation).
4.4. Rate changes (CPP, EI, benefits, pension, etc) should be reviewed prior to going live. If possible, configure system
approval workflow to route all rate table changes to the Payroll Supervisor (if request submitted by HR) or
Treasurer.
4.5. System access should be reviewed for appropriateness on a regular basis (e.g. quarterly or annually).
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

1

SCH11

Scheduling

Employees occasionally forget to
"punch in" or "punch out"

Process

Forgetting to clock in is a
common occurrence. Common
solutions include relocating the
time clock to a more
conspicuous location or
migrating the clock to a mobile
application and prompting
employees based on their
schedules.

SSC requires employees to "punch in"
and "punch out" and each employee’s
time is recorded based on when they
do so. Employees often forget to
"punch in or "punch out"; hence,
Supervisors must proactively monitor
and adjust timesheets every few days
to stay on top of timesheet processing.

The adjusting of time to reflect
missed hours can be facilitated
via more user-friendly
manager/supervisor tools (e.g.
more modern time capture
software).
The complete elimination of
these adjustments for missed
hours is not practical due to
human error and labour law
requirements.

2

PPT4

Payroll
Processing

Manual review controls (monitoring
controls) could be partially
automated

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
audit features of system
solution via 2022 Payroll and
HR software implementation.

Process

See recommendations 4.1
through 4.6, above.

Payroll is currently performing a variety
of manual reviews, such as
completeness and reasonableness
review of the pay register, variance
analysis, accuracy check of system
calculations and payroll adjustments.
Currently, iCity is not programmed to
automatically detect anomalies.
3

PPT8

Payroll
Processing

Segregation of duties weaknesses
within payroll increases risk of error
and/or fraud
The Payroll team has end-to-end payroll
authority; team members can edit
employee information, modify hours,
process and edit payroll, authorize bank
payment release, and issue employee
pay stubs. These individuals also post
benefits and payroll journal entries into
GL. Although each Payroll team
member has specific duties within the
end-to-end payroll process, segregation
of duties can be further improved.
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Supporting detailed observations and recommendations
#

Ref.

Process

Observation

Category

Recommendation

4

PPT10

Payroll
Processing

Approved iCity payroll data is not
locked

Technology/
systems

Software limitation; consider
consolidated solution via 2022
Payroll and HR software
implementation.

The timing of vacation accrual
adjustments leads to overpayment of
vacation hours
When Payroll updates iCity vacation
accrual rates, the entitlement is updated
for the entire pay period rather than
beginning on a specific day (i.e.
anniversary date). The days preceding
the anniversary date, but within the
same pay period, accrue vacation at a
higher rate than what the employee is
entitled to resulting in minor financial
overpayment.

Process

To ensure accuracy, these
partial periods should be
manually adjusted for relevant
employees, considering current
system limitations.

iCity does not lock down payroll data
once the Payroll Supervisor approves
the transaction register to process
electronic funds transfers to
employees. An additional reconciliation
to the bank file is performed each pay
due to this lack of "lock down".
5

ETB2

Employee
Time Bank

Prioritize rules engine
automation of the process (key
use case) as part of the new
Payroll and HRIS system.

6

HSP3

Health and
Safety

No formal tracking and follow-up of
corrective actions
There is no formal tracking and followup of corrective actions to ensure safety
measures are implemented.

Process

Actions resulting from health &
safety investigations should be
logged, assigned, and tracked
for successful implementation.

7

HSP4

Health and
Safety

Investigative process is incomplete

Process

The results of all investigations
should include a conclusion and
actions (or resolution) prior to
closing the investigation.

The general investigation process ends
if Health and Safety cannot find the root
cause of an incident.
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Observation Rating:
Improvement Opportunity

5. Existing systems do not meet County’s needs
Root Cause — Ineffective systems in place to meet business requirements.
Findings and Impact

Criteria:
The County’s operating requirements need to be supported by appropriate systems and software. Without this modern
solution, the workload within HR and Payroll will only continue to increase as the operational needs within the
environments become more complex.
The effective use of modern HR, payroll, scheduling, time and attendance software is particularly important for reasons
including, but not limited to:
— Workforce needs and resource planning is accurate and complete
— Time and attendance are completed in an accurate and timely manner
— Regulatory and collective agreement requirements are met
— Personal information is protected and PIPEDA-compliant
— Interfaces are user-friendly and easy to navigate, enabling more efficient processing and fewer errors
— County-specific rules and rate tables are automated as much as possible to reduce errors and increase efficiency
— Interfaces between systems, where required, are consistent and current.
Condition:
The current HR, payroll scheduling, time and attendance systems do not meet the needs of the County. These systems
primarily consist of the following differing software solutions:
Supporting system

Functions

Version

infoHR

Employee Masterfile data, position
and salary grids

8.2.37, dated June 2, 2021

iCity

Setting time codes, maintaining
absence bank balances, payroll
processing

iCity RIM 9.19
iCity Desktop 2.5.45.0

iCity Online

Employee timesheets (Corporate
Services, Public Health)

Timekeeping module 2021.06.18.1227

SNAP Schedule

Schedules and timesheet data
(Cultural Services)

Web-based application; routinely updated by County
without assigning version numbers

Staff Schedule Care

Schedules and timesheet data (LTC
and EMS)

26.34.7909, dated August 7, 2021, Revision 5

Maximo

Schedules and timesheet data
(Public Works)

IBM WebSphere Application Server 8.5.5.3

Njoyn

Recruiting and Onboarding

Web-based application

EDF Templates

Used in-lieu of self-service or
electronic workflows for employee
data changes and access requests

Internally developed templates

Employee Information
Portal

Performance Management and
training, including health and safety

Internally developed portal

The implementation and use of the above systems evolved over time with a fragmented IT approach where
departments procured solutions for specific needs without fully considering the upstream and downstream process
impacts. The most notable example was the procurement of SNAP Schedule. The solution served Cultural Services’
scheduling and resource planning needs; however, the solution lacked electronic timesheet approval functions. Hence,
a manual timesheet approval process was created to work around this system limitation.
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The current family of systems and tools are decentralized, and often present data integration and reporting challenges
leading to significant manual data integration and reconciliations to ensure data integrity.
Furthermore, the systems above are lacking many of the benefits of a modern, centralized HRIS and Payroll software
solution that includes self-service functions, automated workflows, data analysis and reporting features that could
reduce or eliminate the manual activities performed by County personnel. Examples of process weaknesses due to
system limitations were highlighted in Observations 1 to 4.
Potential risk(s) and consequence:
A variety of day-to-day frustrations and inefficiencies have been collated and included in this report. Additionally:
— Manual work arounds, originally implemented as short-term solutions, have become onerous and time consuming
— Vendor support for current suite of systems are either unsatisfactory or less versatile to meet user needs. For
example, SSC cannot accommodate multiple set of CBA requirements for call outs
— Use of multiple scheduling systems for similar business objectives will continue to create integration issues without
some level of consolidation
— Cost savings from delay of system migration will likely be overshadowed by internal inefficiencies and additional
personnel costs.

Recommendation(s)
The County is aware of many of these system limitations and is actively seeking a more modern HRIS and Payroll
system solution.
5.1. As part of the deliverables of this project, we have assisted County personnel with defining the business
requirements to be considered in the County’s Request for Proposal (RFP) process. See Appendix 5 for an example
to serve as an input into the County’s RFP process. We have also provided the County with a customized response
form to facilitate proposal response scoring.
5.2. In advance of this system implementation lifecycle, the County should consider whether other enterprise systems
or software tools may benefit from consolidation as part of this RFP effort (i.e. within Finance, Public Works, etc.).
5.3. Consider the roadmap below for an example journey for improvement that considers both implementation of shortterm solutions and the future system upgrade:
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Appendix 1 — Summary of Feedback from Comparator Municipalities
Subject Area

City of Kingston

Wellington County

Essex County

Huron County

Organization
T4s in 2020

2,960

1,100

1,100

900

Pay Period

Bi-weekly

Bi-weekly

Bi-weekly

Bi-weekly

Pay Stubs
per period

2600

900

940

590

Payroll staff

7

3

5

2

HR staff

21

11

8

6

Yes – legal and recruiting

Yes – legal, job
evaluation, labour
relations

Yes – legal and job evaluations.
ADP outsourcing for payroll
processing, direct deposits,
remittances.

Yes – legal, job evaluation, elearning.

HR and payroll centrally
managed. Scheduling and
timesheets are
decentralized with challenge
of silos.

HR and payroll function
centrally managed with 3
staff at the Wellington
North Office to support
LTC.

Centrally managed; Payroll reports
to Finance with separate HR team.

Centrally managed; Payroll
reports to Finance with
separate HR team.

External
Consultants?

Structure

Current Systems
HRIS

Peoplesoft (HRMS) as
current HRIS and payroll

infoHR

infoHR
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Subject Area

City of Kingston

JDE

ADP (outsourced)

Great Plains

Payroll

system with employee selfservice functions of
updating personal
information, view pay stubs
and absence bank balances,
receive electronic T4s.
In-house system, Hastus,
Goldcare, Firehouse,
Microsoft Dynamics.

Kronos (LTC, Facility,
Library), KAM for Public
Works, in-house
developed system for all
other departments.

Time Manager for LTC/EMS and
infoHR for the rest of the County.

WorkTech for public works;
JBS Time Manager for rest of
County.

Scheduling done in excel,
shared calendars, and in
some cases on paper.

n/a

n/a

n/a

— Njoyn for recruiting
— E-performance for nonunion staff performance
management
— Docebo for learning
management
— TRIM for record
management of
employee files
— Parklane for health and
safety

— Use ePost to
distribute pay stubs
and tax forms
— Using other solutions
for recruiting,
performance
management, learning
management and
health and safety

— Laserfiche for records
management
— ADP offers online pay stubs
and T4s. InfoHR for time-off
request. Time Manager offers
employee self-service for timeoff request, scheduling and
view of banked time balances
— Using other solutions for
recruiting, performance
management, learning
management and health and
safety.

n/a

Time Capture

Scheduling

Other

Wellington County
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Subject Area

City of Kingston

Wellington County

Essex County

Huron County

Operational Challenges

Key
Challenges

— Importing, reviewing,
and cleaning time entry
data and dealing with
adjustments due to time
entry coding errors.
— Limited capacity to
address process
improvement activities
— System limitations
leading to workarounds
and “shadow” IT
systems.

— infoHR and JDE are
not integrated and
requires dual entry of
data.
— Both systems have
limitations to do data
analysis or reporting.
— JDE is a financedriven system and
cannot handle specific
HR needs, such as
WSIB claims,
performance
management, health
and safety.

— Most time spent on running
payroll and reviewing
timesheet data. At least 2 full
days to prepare data and
transmit to ADP; another 1-2
days to balance, process
journal entries, and prepare
reporting.
— Currently using disjointed,
outdated systems that do not
communicate with GL.

— Most time spent on
running payroll. Extensive
use of manual
spreadsheets. Challenge
with gathering real-time
data, processing
consistent and accurate
data, and reporting
capabilities.
— LTC is looking for
dedicated HR staff.

HRIS Procurement Experience

HRIS
Procurement
Experience

— Early stages of
developing RFP for
procurement of a new
HRIS.
— Objective is to retire
legacy systems,
improve integration of
timesheet data, and
strengthen use of
reporting and selfservice functions.
— Would like to create
more capacity for HR
and Payroll staff to
focus on value-added
activities.

— Issued RFP and
County is in final
stages of evaluating 2
solutions.
— The County is looking
to implement a full
end-to-end HRIS
solution that will
integrate with JDE
and Kronos.
— Awarded provincial
funding to fund a
portion of the
implementation cost.
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— Awarded contract to TELUS
VIP solution for new HRIS. 11
plan takers and 8 bids.
— Key stakeholder departments
(LTC, EMS, Library) were
engaged in developing the
RFP core functional
requirements and proposal
evaluation.
— Currently implementing Phase
1 of VIP (core HR and payroll
functions, including selfservice functions). Phase 2 will
implement advanced
scheduling and timekeeping
functions.

— Implementing the entire
suite of DLGL’s VIP
system.
— County will be retiring JBS
Time Manager and
WorkTech.
— County will be utilizing
more self-service
functions.
— DLGL VIP is a cloud-based
solution. County believes
will have better on-going
support from vendor.
— New system goal is to
eliminate manual
processes; strengthen
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Subject Area

City of Kingston

Wellington County

Essex County

Huron County

— Assigned resources
dedicated to HRIS
implementation and ongoing data analysis and
maintenance support.
— Looking for mobile
capabilities for front-line
workers.
— The City will also be
looking to replace
Njoyn.

— County is conducting
a separate records
management review.
— Extensive effort to
build the RFP
requirements.
Engaged IT and key
stakeholder
departments early on
to support RFP
development and
proposal evaluation.

— Target completion by Spring of
2023 and retire infoHR, ADP,
and Time Manager.
— Performance management,
learning management and
health and safety are not
included in project scope.
— County is conducting a
separate records management
review.
— Goal is to further automate
processes, have stronger data
analysis and reporting
capabilities.
— The County hired a dedicated
HRIS resource to manage
implementation and provide
post-implementation support.
— System customization requires
more vendor hours.
— Ensure vendor has sufficient
project implementation
resources dedicated to the
County.

data integration, data
analysis, and reporting;
improve user experience
and self-service
capabilities.
— Obtaining LTC and EMS
buy-in was important in
developing the RFP and
evaluating proponents.
— A dedicated HRIS resource
was added to manage
implementation and
provide postimplementation support.
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Appendix 2 — Results of Policy Review
KPMG inspected select HR/payroll policies for the County and identified areas for enhancement through
(1) improved operating efficiencies, (2) potential gaps in policy areas, (3) recommendations to align
policies with best practices. Policy-specific opportunities not captured in the detailed findings above
have been described here.
Overall Observations
The County’s policies are well-organized and centrally collated for ease of reference and identification. It
is also clear that the County has made an effort to ensure policies are kept current, and that they reflect
the current operating environment.
Although policies are reasonably current, we noted that the formality of policy updates is not clear. In
addition to updates due to significant process changes, it is better practice to ensure that all
active/approved policies are reviewed for validity on a recurring schedule (e.g. bi-annually).
Additionally, we note that the Working for Workers Act, 2021 was introduced on November 30, 2021.
This act brings changes to the Employment Standards Act including requirements that employers with
over 25 employees, such as Lambton County, will be required to potentially update contracts, policies,
and rules around employee protections. One of these changes requires employers to have a written
policy regarding employees disconnecting from their work outside of agreed-upon hours. This means that
Lambton will need to develop or revise policies to ensure compliance with this new Act.
Sampled Policies
Policy Name

Dated

Purpose

Key Observations

F16.01
Payroll Time Sheet
Attendance
Record

January,
2017

Provides policy on
record of attendance
for payroll purposes.

‒ Overtime accumulation should be
defined within the policy; this can
include references to collective
agreements and a definition for nonunion employees
‒ Overtime pay escalator should also
be defined within the policy, as a
reference to collective agreements
and for non-union employees
‒ Last revised 4 years ago, no set
review period identified.

H00.01
Employment Law

January,
2017

Establish Lambton
County’s policy to
abide by all applicable
employment
legislation.

‒ No specific policy gaps identified.

H01.01
Attendance

January,
2017

This policies purpose is
to ensure the regular
and active attendance
from all employees to
scheduled hours of
work.

‒ No specific policy gaps identified.
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Sampled Policies
Policy Name

Dated

Purpose

Key Observations

H08.01
Code of Conduct
for Staff

March
14, 2017

Sets out the County’s
core values that staff
should apply to the
daily work experience.
Outlines the minimum
standards of general
application to all
Divisions within the
County.

‒ No specific policy gaps identified.

H08.01.001
Code of Conduct
Acknowledgment
Form

January,
2017

The purpose of this
form is to act as an
acknowledgement of
the Code of Conduct
for new employees.

‒ Form is a requirement for all new
employees to complete
‒ Form outlines all applicable
knowledge from Code of Conduct

H08.01.002
Statement
Respecting
Confidentiality
Form

January,
2017

The purpose of this
form is to act as an
acknowledgment of the
required confidentiality
of some work at the
County.

‒ Form is a requirement for all new
employees who may handle
confidential information
‒ Contents of form are repeated in
Code of Conduct Acknowledgement
form; duplicative.
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Appendix 3 — Software as a Service Primer
What is Cloud and SaaS?

What is Cloud?
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Cloud Service Model Comparison
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Typical Cloud Implementation
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General Recruitment (GER) – HR - Lambton
Recruitment
Hiring Manager /
Supervisor
identifies vacancy

Start

Create job
posting?

1

Hiring Manager

Yes
Admin or hiring
manager /
supervisor submits
request for job
posting

5

Notice to Hiring
Manager and HR
to revise job
request

No

Njoyn

Goes through
approval chain?

Yes

ESC contacts hiring
team to make any
changes to job
request and resend
for approval

5

2

Would like all external job posting to
have approval by Wednesday at noon
and internal posting by Thursday at noon

No longer required

HR - Recruiting

No

1

Employee Service
Coordinator (ESC)
receives notification of
approval via email in
recruitment inbox

Request deleted
from Njoyn by ESC

Njoyn Job Posting
Created

Job request
printed

HR Vault –
Recruitment File

End

Retains job descriptions
populated by HR
Compensation Specialist

Job template includes job
code and wage rates

Prescreening
question
template?

Yes

ESC broadcasts to
internal job board
website and sets
reminder in
outlook

Receive job board
emails that job
posting closed

Review based on
candidate profile
and categorized
for evaluation

No

ESC links existing
template to job

Yes

HR Drive –
Recruitment
Folder

Internal job
posting?

No

ESC creates new
set of prescreening
questions into job
posting

ESC broadcast to
internal job board
website and
corporate website

Any job posted to
corporate website is
also posted to Indeed
automatically

ESC sets
reminders, receives
outlook email
notification the job
posting is live

Third-party posting is
based on hiring
managers discretion

ESC reviews list of
applicants in Njoyn

Is applicant
internal?

Any candidate who identified as
internal would be highlighted
yellow, any former employee
would be highlighted red

Yes

ESC confirms
internal status in
infoHR

Yes

ESC confirms
former employee
status in infoHR

No
HR Drive - Job
Description file

ESC retrieves job
descriptions from
Job Description
Drive

ESC inputs job
code and rates
into Njoyn

No

Job Posting
template
available?

Yes

ESC finds job code
in infoHR and
confirms rate is
accurate

Is job being
posted on a 3 rd
party website?

infoHR

Prepare
prescreening
questions

Yes
Can not post on a
third-party website
till job post is live
on County’s
website

No

ESC posts job
posting to
Facebook

Broadcast job post
to 3rd party
website, pay fees
and post

Is applicant a
former
employee?

7

No

Pay any fee with HR
corporate visa, bill
back specific
department

Applicant
categorized as
external

Njoyn
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General Recruitment (GER) – HR - Lambton
Evaluation, Interview, and Screening
Hiring Manager assesses
for eligibility and suitability
based on CBA

Hiring Manager
assesses released
applicants

9

Yes

Hiring Manager

2

Hiring Manager
contacts applicants
to schedule
interview

Hiring Manager
requests interview
questions from
ESC

Hiring Manager
retrieves
application
documents

Hiring Manager
move applicant to
interview stage
and documents
time/date in Njoyn

Interviews are held

Very rare,
generally for
temporary
(non-union)
senior positions

3

Determine shortlist of candidates

Are the internal
candidates
qualified?

Yes

Hiring Managers do
not always have
access to view
Application
documents so HR has
to send documents.
Hiring manager may
also connect with HR
consultant and ask
for seniority list
Hiring Manager
cannot see Njoyn
applicants until they
are released by HR

No

ESC releases
unionized
applicants to
Hiring Manager

Preemployment
assessment
required?

No

Question template
Other notes

LTC Position?

Yes

11

Are results
acceptable?

Yes

Request for
Reference Check

Hiring Manager issues
verbal conditional offer.
Request candidate
reference list and
signed Authority to
Release information
form

Interview notes
Compile
Recruitment
Package per
interviewee

Is job posting
covered by
CBA?

Candidate reaches
out to their
references to
connect with CIS

Hiring Manager
finds and contacts
individual directly

4

Hiring Manager
sends HR Assistant
No
reference check
request

No

Hiring Manager
reaches out to
candidate about
inability to contact
references

Reference List

Authority to
Release signed
Information
Release Form

Yes

2

Interoffice mail
recruitment
package

Recruitment
package added to
Recruitment File

Request to
conduct preemployment
assessment

Reference check
package added to
Recruitment File

Can be done for
multiple candidates

HR Drive

9

Yes

HR - Recruiting

6

No

LTC internal job
posting?

7

1

No

ESC releases all
applicants to
Hiring Manager

10

HR Vault –
Recruitment File

HR Assistant
uploads
documents into
Corporate Inquiry
Services (CIS)

ESC consults with
Hiring Manager to
determine
appropriate
platform

In-person?

Yes

Schedule testing,
book rooms,
monitor
candidates

2 references
contacted per
new employee

Send assessment
results to Hiring
Manager

No

CIS emails HR
Assistant inability
to complete
reference checks

Contact Hiring
Manager about
inability to finish
reference checks

Yes

No
Schedule testing
and send
candidate links

CIS is able to
check
reference?

HR Vault –
Recruitment File

6

CIS emails HR
Assistant
completion of
reference checks

HR Assistant logs
into CIS portal to
view / download
completed
reference check
document

Reference Check
Report

9
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General Recruitment (GER) – HR - Lambton
LTC Evaluation and Offer Management for Internal Job Postings
9

10
Candidate
assessment
based upon
CBA

12

Supervisor reviews
candidates for
eligibility and
specific job
qualifications

No
Are they
qualified?

11

Vulnerable Sector
Check
LTC ESC sends
candidate
reference and
background check
forms

TB Test and COVID
Vaccination Proof
Form

Long-Term Care

Candidate
subscribed to
Njoyn emails?

Candidate returns
completed forms
to LTC ESC

LTC ESC receives,
processes and
reviews references

Forms and
references
satisfactory?

LTC ESC emails
candidate asking
them to subscribe
to emails

Limit ability to
provide LTC?

Yes

LTC ESC confirms
availability to
attend orientation

Recruitment inbox
receives email
when offer letter
signed

Complete request
for Letter of Offer
and email to HR

No

Process restarted for
another candidate

12

HR - Recruiting

No offer

Candidate
subscribes to
receiving emails
from County

Yes

No

LTC
Onboarding

No

Yes

Offer auto-sent to
candidate
LTC ESC assigns
role-specific
orientation date

LTC ESC monitors
profiles and will
usually catch
anyone not
subscribed earlier
in process.

Reference Check

Yes
LTC ESC sends
letter of offer
based on seniority

Hiring Supervisor /
Manager reviews
and approves
Letter of Offer
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LTC
Onboarding

Request for Letter
of Offer

ESC print and
review request

Njoyn

Verify entitlements
offered are
accurate

Prepare Letter of
Offer in Njoyn,
change status to
“Offer” and attach
approval chain
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General Recruitment (GER) – HR - Lambton
Offer Management

Candidate

Yes

Offer
Accepted?

8

Hiring Manager

No

3

No

Revised Offer
Accepted?

Yes

Notification of
acceptance sent to
HR

4
Njoyn sends
offer. For senior
positions, Hiring
Manager emails
Offer Package

No
Hiring Manager
reviews Reference
Check Report

Reference
satisfactory?

Hiring Manager
sends Request for
Letter of Offer to
ESC

Hiring Manager
reviews and
approves Letter of
Offer

Yes

Request for Letter
of Offer

Prints letter of
offer for
recruitment file

ESC reviews and
verify entitlements
offered are
accurate

Interested?

Inaccurate

Consult with Hiring
Manager and
Labour Relations
(for CBA matters)

Yes

ESC prepares
Letter of Offer in
Njoyn from
template

Approved Letter of
Offer sent to
candidate

Revised Letter of
Offer sent to
candidate

Njoyn

Hiring Manager
discuss with
candidate rejection
reason and
changes to offer

Print approved
Letter of Offer
added to
Recruitment File

ESC receives
rejection
notification from
Njoyn

No

Yes

Hiring Manager
reviews and
approves Revised
Letter of Offer

Njoyn

HR Vault Recruitment File

Revise offer

ESC creates
Employee File

ESC revises Letter
of Offer

HR - Recruiting

Accurate
Njoyn Job
Posting
Available?
No

Rare case where
there is no job
posting. Mostly
for temp.
coverage

Njoyn
Applicant
Profile
Available?

Yes

No
HR Drive

ESC sends Letter of
Offer for approvals

Njoyn

Status
automatically
changes to “Offer”
when Letter of
Offer is prepared

3

Letter of Offer

New Hire
Employee File

HR-Payroll
Shared Drive

Completed
Reference Checks
Njoyn cannot
attach additional
documents to
Letter of Offer

ESC prepares
Letter of Offer in
Applicant Profile in
Njoyn

Create Letter of
Offer from HR
Drive template

HR Vault –
Recruitment File

Regular
Onboarding

ESC emails manual
Letter of Offer or
additional
documents to
Hiring Manager
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Regular Onboarding (REO) – HR – Lambton County
General
Recruitment

Winpak

ESC pushes new
hire to “placed”
stage in Njoyn

ESC assigns
employee number
and employee ID

New Hire

HR

Onboarding Administration

1

Employee Active
Onboarding
Spreadsheet – ESC
Desktop

HR Assistant inputs
into infoHR
training records

New Hire receives
email and access
to onboarding
material

New Hire completes
Policy Review &
Acknowledgement
and e-Learning
Modules

New Hire complete
and submit tax and
payroll forms

Njoyn

2

HR Assistant prints
New Employee
EDF

Benefits,
Recognition
and Rewards

HR Vault Employee File

New Employee
EDF is emailed to
distribution list
including HR,
Payroll and IT

3 Acknowledgements:
• Code of Conduct
• IT Policies
• Confidentiality

IT grants
system access
creates email

The first pay based
on employee start
date and processed
through regular
payroll processing

Set up employee
profile in infoHR that
snyc to iCIty and
other scheduling
systems

Payroll

1

HR receives New
Employee EDF

HR-Payroll
Shared Drive

New Hire EDF

Payroll Vault –
Records for
payment of 4
Onboarding
hours

ESC emails
Supervisor and
payroll to advise
on the completion
of onboarding

2

ESC prints out
completed
Onboarding
Overview Page

Supervisor fills out
New Employee
EDF

ESC reviews Njoyn
onboarding portal
to verify all
onboarding items
are completed

ESC saves
completed
onboarding
documents

infoHR

ESC sends
onboarding email
template,
employee number,
and COVID policies

COM
1

Supervisor

Spreadsheet used to track
new hire onboarding status
and assign employee
numbers

Employee ID
and badges

External eLearning
Platform
(AODA and
WHMIS)

Supervisor receives
email with
employee number

HR Onboarding
Inbox receives
Njoyn notification
of onboarding
completion

Payroll prints ESC
confirmation email,
New Employee
EDF, and New Hire
Forms

Compensation
(Master File
Set Up)

Payroll

1
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Regular Onboarding (REO) – HR – Lambton County
Orientation Training

Workplace
Harassment Quiz
Results

HR

HR Vault –
Recruitment File

Email with
orientation
material
automatically sent
to attendees

2

HR Assistant
emails new hires
orientation zoom
link

Results auto sent
to HR Assistant

HR Assistant
updates infoHR
with test results

New Hire attends
Online Corporate
orientation hosted
by HR Assistant
and Health and
Safety Coordinator

New Hire
completes
Workplace
Harassment quiz
on Quizmaster
during session

New Hire
completes Ministry
of Labour Worker’s
Awareness HSE 20question quiz

EIP

Results auto-sync
to infoHR

infoHR

New Hire

HR Assistant
automatically
receives
attendance list

2
Completion of
corporate
orientation is
recorded as ORIE via
data entry in infoHR

Reviews performance expectations,
hours of work, overtime, phones,
and workplace introduction

Supervisor

2

Supervisor
registers staff for
closest available
orientation date
via intranet
Training page

Supervisor walks
through Worksite
orientation
checklist with New
Hire

Supervisor mails
completed
Worksite
Orientation
Checklist to HR
Assistant, HR data
entry into infoHR

2

End

Supervisor contacts
HR Assistant for
hyperlink to
Probationary Period
Hours Tracking
Report to monitor
probationary period

Probationary
Period Hours
Tracking Report

Held second Tuesday of every
month, timing of attendance
based on hiring date and the
next available orientation

Worksite
Orientation
Checklist

infoHR

Supervisor checkins: 30 day, 60 day,
90 day

End
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LTC Onboarding (LTO) – LTC - Lambton
LTC Onboarding

New Employee
EDF

General
Recruitment

Long-Term Care

LTC ESC compiles
list of new hires
attending training
session

County
Intranet Portal
EDF Templates

COM
1
Creates New
Employee EDF

New Employee
EDF is emailed to
distribution list
including HR,
Payroll and IT

Payroll

Occurs every
other
Thursday

LTC ESC signs up
candidates for LTC
orientation

Compensation
(Master File
Setup)

Benefits,
Recognition
and Rewards

LTC ESC sends
candidate an email
with orientation time,
zoom link and other
LTC orientation
information

Candidate

HR - Recruiting

IT grants
system access
creates email

Attend
Corporate
Orientation as
per Regular
Onboarding
process

Regular
Onboarding

Orientation covers:
Residents Bill of Rights,
Infection Prevention and Control,
Minimizing Restraints,
Abuse and Neglect, ect.

Once signed
up, candidates
are able to
complete
SURGE

Candidate attends
LTC orientation

1
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LTC Onboarding (LTO) – LTC - Lambton
LTC Orientation

Role-Specific Orientation

1

Long-Term Care

SURGE

LTC ESC emails
new hire link to
complete quiz

LTC ESC monitors
candidate personby-person for quiz
completion

Checklists are based
on hired positions
and locations

2
Onboarding
checklist

LTC ESC walks through
onboarding checklist;
notifies 7 days after start
date to finish online
onboarding platform
and SURGE modules

LTC ESC follows up
on day 7

Role-specific
orientation
checklist

Training
completed?

No

Supervisor reviews
checklist with
employee

Rescind offer

Employee and supervisor
go over each line of
checklist initial and sign
to confirm each are
reviewed

Ask if employee is
comfortable to
perform duties
independently?

End

Yes

3 month check-in
and annual checkin on performance

End

HR - Recruiting

No

Candidate

Yes

Work through
worksite checklist
and a tour of LTC
home

Attend number of
specific shift
orientations
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Learning Management (LEM) – HR – Lambton County
Learning Management / First-Aid Training
Start

Start

Health & Safety
Training Report

Health and Safety
monthly report run
from EIP

HR

Training
Compliant?

No
Follow up with
Supervisor to
ensure employee
training completed

EIP

HR Assistant pulls
RedCross report
and reviews for
need of recertifications

HR Assistant signs
up individuals in
Spring and Fall
sessions as needed

Yes
End
End
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Compensation (COM) – HR – Lambton County
Employee Master File Setup & Maintenance

LTC
Onboarding

TD1 forms, banking
and direct deposit
information

Regular
Onboarding

Receive completed
onboarding forms
from new hire

Time Sheet Codes Setup and Maintenance

PPT 8

Start

Start

New Hire
Onboarding forms

Changes of employee
personal information,
position, employment
status, etc.

Payroll sets up
time sheet codes
in iCity

iCity

1
Receive New Hire
EDF from hiring
manager

Payroll

Set up profile with
employee personal and job
position information. Only
Payroll Clerk, Payroll
Supervisor and HR have
change access.

Manual input of this
information due to data
transferring issues
between infoHR and iCity.

Employee profile
information is transferred
to scheduling systems.
Schedulers will set up
additional information in
the scheduling systems.
Some data transferring
issues, such as absence
bank time is not
transferred to SNAP.

New Hire EDF

Receive other EDFs
requiring change
of employee
profile

Payroll Clerk sets
up employee
master file in
infoHR

infoHR

Payroll Clerk
updates employee
master file in
infoHR

Payroll Clerk inputs
all entitlements,
union dues, and
pay codes in iCity

iCity

Payroll Clerk inputs
changes applicable
to employee pay

Payroll Clerk
notifies
Schedulers that
employee profile is
set up

End

Maximo

Staff Schedule
Care

Request for
confirmation?

EDF Change
Requests

infoHR has no employee
self-service function.
EDFs are considered as
approval to make changes.

No

End

Update iCity
reporting
parameters

iCity Online

Payroll emails
codes to
scheduling system
Administrators/
Schedulers

Maximo

SNAP Schedule
End

Use iCity codes

SCH
10

Yes
Payroll Clerk
notifies change
requestor
information is
updated

Use iCity codes

Update iCity
Online time sheet
codes

End
Generally payroll will not
notify as part of process. Due
to timing of when changes
are made, sometimes there is
a lag time between when
change occurs and when the
change can be processed
into infoHR. Requests for
notification are generally
received when this lag
occurs.

Staff Schedule
Care

Use different set of time
sheet codes that are
mapped to iCity codes

Use iCity codes

SNAP Schedule
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Compensation (COM) – HR – Lambton County
Compensation Administration
Work with 3rd party compensation
and pay equity consultant to
review ranking and salary bands.
Joint Job Evaluation Rating
Committee reviews union
positions.

County has 851 different
union and non-union
positions. Compensation
Specialist assists management
in developing job descriptions

Rate each position
based on a variety
of factors using
appropriate Job
Evaluation Tool

Compensation
Specialist
facilitates job
evaluation review

Job Evaluation

HR - Compensation

Job Evaluation
Tool

Points and weights
are assigned to
each job factor

Determine each
position’s pay
band and wage
rates

Communicate job
evaluation results
to GM and
incumbents

Management/CBA
approve to
updated pay
structure

Tools include
evaluation manual,
method and
questionnaires
Most unions on
three-year cycle

CBA
Negotiation

2
Update CBA
Schedule A and
non-union position
and salary grids

New ratified CBA
position and salary
grids

3
Compensation
Specialist updates
salary grid in
infoHR

Run Crystal Report
of infoHR and iCity
position and salary
grid data

Labour Relations
finalizes CA with
approved Schedule
A and issues notice
to employees of
compensation
updates

Retro pay
adjustments?

No

End

Yes
Schedule A /
Position & Salary
Grid
(excel file / PDF)

Negotiations

Non-Union
Updates

Annual review and
update on nonunion position and
salary grids

Pulls employee pay
transactions within a
defined period

Crystal Report –
Pay Structure
(after change)

1

Annual cost of living or
promotion adjustments.
Performance evaluations
do not have direct impact
to pay adjustments.

4
1

Crystal Report –
Pay Structure
(before change)

Schedule nonunion job
evaluation
maintenance

Based on Supervisor’s
approval and satisfactory
performance review, a
merit increase is issued.
Typically every 6 months
or 920 hours for part-time
employees.

Payroll

3
Run Crystal Report
of infoHR and iCity
position and salary
grid data

Payroll Supervisor
pulls Crystal
Report

Crystal Report is
exported into excel
and data is verified
for accuracy

Payroll Supervisor
calculates retro
pay per employee

Crystal Report –
Employee Pay
Transaction

Employee Pay
Transaction
Tracker Excel

Retro Pay
Calculation
Spreadsheet

Input retro pay
amounts into iCity

Individual
Employee
Statements of
Retro Pay

Processes retro
pay

Data is input in the
same pay period of
processing retro pay
Lump sum payment attached to
regular pay stub payment
unless union negotiated
separate payment.

Payroll Supervisor creates
individual employee
statements of retropay from
the spreadsheet and emails
or mails to all employees
receiving retro pay
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Update infoHR in
pay period that
change takes effect.
Update between
pay runs.

Step increases
(progression) are
administered by
Payroll via “Next
Review Date” in
infoHR for fulltime employees

infoHR

5

infoHR can only record current
wage rates. Cannot pre-set future
changes. Historical salary grids
are automatically erased by
system; hence, the need to
generate crystal reports to retain
records of before and after
changes.

End
Based on CBA
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Compensation (COM) – HR – Lambton County
Expense Allowance
Start

Payroll receives
mail copies of
expense receipts
approved by
Supervisors

Employees submit
receipts to
Supervisors for
approval.

6

Payouts
Vacation Payout

Payroll runs
Absence Time
Bank Report

Part-time vacation is mostly
paid out once a year as a % of
earnings, Some receive vacation
pay as part of every pay period.

Time Bank Report

Statutory Pay

Payroll runs
Report Manager of
statutory pay
calculations

4

Temp. Duties Allowance

Statutory pay is for all
part-time employees
based on employment
standards and CBAs

Report
application
for Crystal
Report files

Exported Statutory
Pay Calc. Report

Overtime Pay

Approved
timesheet includes
overtime hours

Report
Manager

Union

Payroll processes
expense allowance

Payroll

End

Expense Allowance:
Process varies by CBA with the
following:
• Some unions submit approved
receipts to Payroll, such as food
and boot allowances
• Some unions handle their union
expense allowances
• Some unions submit to Finance
AP team via expense forms.
• All mileage is claimed through an
expense report to Finance AP
team.
• Some unions do not submit
receipts but rather have "tax-free"
allowance payments to cover
potential expenses paid to all full
time employees and pro-rated for
part time employees

Review
accumulated hours
and calculate
vacation payout
amounts

Payroll inputs data
into iCity to
process payout

End

Vacation Payout
Calculation

iCity

Review statutory
pay calculations

Payroll inputs data
into iCity to
process payout

End

Full-time union
employees can elect
to bank overtime by
using overtime bank
code on their time
sheet

Payroll banks
overtime in iCity

End

Shift Premiums:
Captured through employee
time sheets for payroll
calculation
•
SNAP: No premium pay
•
Maximo, SSC, and iCity
Online: premium hours are
automatically captured
through data transfer into
iCIty for calculation
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Employee
unionized?

Nonunion

Payroll calculates
overtime pay in
iCity based on pay
code

iCity

Start

Employees should
record overtime
hours under
overtime timesheet
codes

No

For nonunion
employees, a 5%-10%
wage increase is
temporarily added for
covering additional
responsibilities.

Payroll receives
approval letter
from manager

Yes

EDF Change
Request

infoHR

Payroll receives
EDF of employee
temp. position

Update pay codes
in iCity

Update employee
master file with
start and end date
of temp. position

Track list of
employees with
temp. duties to
process allowance
each pay period

Pay codes flow
into payroll from
respected time
entry system based
on temporary
assignment

Payroll
Processing

iCity

7
Temp. Duties
Tracking List
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Benefit Enrollments (BEN) – HR – Lambton County
Benefits Past 65

New Employee Benefit Enrollments
Start
General
Onboarding

LTC
Onboarding

Corporate recruiter and EE
Service Specialisst reviews
New Employee EDF for job
type, union and non-union
benefits eligibility

HR

End

No

Is employee
eligible?

Excel spreadsheet to
track for monthly
benefit updates. All
new hires are added
regardless whether
waiting period waived
or ended

New Employee
EDF

Yes

Add employee to
“Sunlife Monthly
Benefit Changes”
spreadsheet on
Shared Drive

Monthly Benefit
Changes
spreadsheet

Run Employee
Information Report
from infoHR

Annual
process in
January for
tracking ages

COM
1

Consists of preparing benefits letter, selecting
appropriate benefits booklet, appointing SL
certificate number from “Sunlife Member ID’s
Excel Sheet”, starting enrollment form, and
attaching other benefits documents as well

1
Prepare benefits
package

Sunlife requires
signed original
forms

HR-Finance
Shared Drive

Benefits forms / paperwork are not
filed in employee file and stored in
the vault until the end of the month
once information is inputted in
infoHR / iCity

Is employee or
retiree turning
65 in current
fiscal year?

Email benefits
package to
employee

Two templates, for
retirees above 65
benefits are
terminated, active
staff have benefits
change at 65

Employees mail
signed originals
back for
beneficiary
enrollment

Enroll employee in
Sunlife system with
information
provided on
enrollment forms
and from infoHR

Print all
documents and file
in employee file

infoHR

Track
effective
date of
changes

infoHR

End

Yes
Send emails or
letters notifying of
upcoming change
to or termination
of benefits

Print notification
email

Notification Email

HR Vault –
Employee File

1
Add recipients to
“Sunlife Monthly
Benefits Changes”
spreadsheet

Benefit
Updates

Sunlife

No

Monthly Benefit
Changes
spreadsheet

HR-Finance
Shared Drive

End

Signed enrollment
documents

HR Vault –
Employee File
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Service Recognition (SRE) – HR – Lambton County
Service Recognition
Start
County Employee
Information Report

In May, HR
Assistant
generates
Employee
Information
Reports from
infoHR

EMS Employee
Information Report

Employees recognized for every 5
years of service starting on the 10
year mark. Eligible employees are
recognized with a meal and gift.

HR

HR Assistant sorts
and filter reports
to identify eligible
employees

HR Assistant
prepares County
and EMS
Recognition of
Offer Lists

infoHR

1

County
Recognition of
Offer List

HR Assistant
receives approvals,
makes necessary
changes, and
finalizes list

EMS Recognition
of Offer List

HR Assistant sends
EMS recognition
list to EMS for
approval

Finalized
Recognition of
Offer List

Yes
Retired
employee?
No

Third-Party Gift
Provider

Management

HR Assistant sends
County recognition
list to managers
and Labour
Relations for
approval

Managers and
Labour Relations
receive recognition
lists

Managers and
Labour Relations
outline changes
and send approval
to HR Assistant

HR Assistant
contacts retiree,
confirms mailing
address and mails
service award
information
End of August, HR
Assistant contacts
employees by
email with service
award information

Retirees gifts
are sent
directly to
mailing address

HR Assistant sends
recognition list to
service awards
provider

HR Assistant
follows up with
employees to
select gifts

Party arrangements
made in March for
November party

HR receives and
gives gifts to
employees

HR Assistant
contacts 3rd party
printing business
to print and mail
party invitations to
all guests

HR assists County
in hosting
recognition party

End

Labour Relations determine whether
recently inactive employees should be
recognized, i.e. employees on leave

Gift levels based
on seniority
Terryberry is a thirdparty provider

Terryberry grants
employees access
to their catalog of
service rewards
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Service provider
notifies County of
employees who
have not yet
selected gifts

Service provider
processes
employee selected
gifts
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Scheduling (SCH) – HR – Lambton County
Manual/Outlook Schedule (Social Services)
Start

Only Scheduler can make
changes to shared calendar.
Work schedules are set based
on CBA and job requirements.
Most employee schedules are
consistent.

Vacation Request
Tracker

1

Timesheets submitted Thursday before
pay week. Timesheets mostly capture
absences and overtime (actual worked
and forecasted hours).

3

Scheduler
Supervisors

Spreadsheet is
printed and
handed to
Supervisor for
approval

Employee

Admin inputs each
employee’s
vacation days into
outlook shared
calendar

Scheduler
compiles all
requests into a
spreadsheet

Minimum coverage
of positions and
roles to provide
service

Supervisor reviews
for minimum
service coverages

Employee manual
timesheets
submitted to
Scheduler every
two weeks

Retain manual
timesheets

Timesheet Binder

2

Scheduler collates
and sends
approved
timesheets to
Payroll

Supervisor
approves vacation
requests

Approved
Timesheets

Supervisor
approves
timesheets

Any changes to approved
timesheets are reflected in
the next pay period.
Changes include absence,
overtime, and other
unforeseen circumstances
after timesheet is submitted.

4
Employee submits
vacation request
by April 1st

Absence Request
Form

Payroll

Any requests after April
1st are granted first come
first serve by seniority

Payroll
Processing
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Scheduling (SCH) – HR – Lambton County

Scheduler

SNAP Schedule (Cultural Services)

Start

General
Onboarding

Scheduler inputs
employee schedule
and work location
in SNAP

Scheduler sets up
SNAP employee
profile for new hire

SNAP interfaces with infoHR based on
employee ID numbers. Must wait for
employee master file set up.
infoHR does not interface absence
time bank data with SNAP.

SNAP

Email request a week
before the end of the
pay period.

1

Also set schedule
according to CBA and
job requirements

Supervisors

9
Supervisor reviews
upcoming work
schedules and
service coverage

Supervisor reviews
change request for
minimum service
coverages

Enough
coverage?

No

SNAP sends open
shift bidding to
employees

Supervisor
approves
successful bid to
change shifts

Wednesday of pay week.
Any timesheet changes
are adjusted before
sending to Payroll. SNAP
does not have approval
function.

Request
employees to
confirm accuracy
of timesheets

Supervisors print
and sign-off
timesheets and
SNAP Schedule
Report

5

Payroll researches
discrepancy and
emails Supervisors
for approval to
change

SNAP Schedule
Report
Approved
Timesheets

8

Supervisor sends
approval which is
either a revised
timecard or
approval email of
change required

Yes

Supervisor
approves change
requests in SNAP

Employee

Yes
Employee reviews
upcoming
schedule and work
location

Employees submit
schedule change
request through
SNAP

Employee receives
notification of
approval

Employees bid on
available shift

Employee record
hours in SNAP

SNAP has punch-in and
punch-out functions
currently not used

1

Payroll receives
approved
timesheets and
SNAP schedule
report

Bidding goes by
seniority or first-come
fist-serve depending on
position and CBA
requirements

6

Payroll reconciles
system and
supervisor
approved
timesheet data

7
Discrepancy?

No

Payroll
Processing

Payroll

Change request include:
• Vacation/sick days
• Mutual shift exchanges by two
employees
• Looking to switch shifts

Employee emails
Supervisor to
confirm accuracy
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Scheduling (SCH) – HR – Lambton County
Staff Schedule Care (SSC): LTC Schedule

SSC: Shift Call Out

10

14

Start
LTC has a lot of shifts not
covered under rotating
schedule, mostly
weekend and night shifts

Scheduler

1

Scheduler sets
employee shift
schedule and work
location in SSC

Run master shift
schedule update
(done every four
weeks)

Identify empty
shifts not covered
by rotating
schedules

Award shift by first
response; however,
there is no notification
to employees when
shift is filled

Supervisor
approves shift
schedule

Supervisor
approves change
requests

Employee apply
for rotating shift
schedule

Employees submit
schedule change
request through
SSC

Supervisor reviews
updated shift
schedules and
work locations

Adjustments mostly
due to employees
forgetting to punch
in/out

Supervisors adjust
employee
requested
timesheet changes

Call Out Form

Initiate call out
based on CBA
requirements
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

SSC Mass
Messaging to all
employees in same
position

Wizard Call to
employees by
seniority

Ward Clerk
prepares Call Out
Form and calls
each eligible nurse

Based on rotation
schedules and
minimum resting
requirements

Monday of pay week. Any
timesheet changes are
adjusted before sending
to Payroll. SSC approval
via supervisor email.

2

12

Supervisors
Employee

SSC can only handle one set
of CBA rules, Nurses use
manual call outs outside of
system as SSC cannot handle
specific shift rotation rules.

Runs allocation of
empty shifts to
casual employees

Update SSC empty
shift schedules

8

6

Payroll identifies
questionable entries and
emails Supervisors or
Ward Clerks for approval
of any required
corrections

Supervisors review
and approve
timesheets in SSC

Supervisor or Ward
Clerks send
approval in the
form of an email to
make the
necessary change.

11
Start

Every full-time and
part-time employee
has a consistent
rotation that repeats
every four weeks

1

Payroll

Receive notice
from employee of
unscheduled
absence

Payroll sets up SSC
employee profile
for new hire

LTC
Onboarding

Employees punch
in/out to record
hours worked

Employees review
timesheets for
accuracy

Yes

Change request include:
• Vacation/sick days
• Applying to change shift rotation
• Shift giveaways / exchanges

SSC

SSC interfaces with infoHR based on
employee ID numbers. If there are delays in
setting up infoHR or employee ID numbers,
scheduler will create a skeleton profile to set
up new hire schedule. The skeleton is deleted
once, employee master file is set up.

Employee / Nurse
agrees to take
empty shift

13
Payroll receives
email of timesheet
approval from
approvers of time

Payroll reconciles
approved
timesheet data
with system
reported data

2

7
Discrepancy?

No

Payroll
Processing

Payroll integrates the
data into iCity from SSC
starting on the Monday
of pay week. Tuesday is
spent reconciling and
finalizing the pay
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Scheduling (SCH) – HR – Lambton County
Staff Schedule Care (SSC): EMS Schedule

Scheduler

Scheduler sets up
SSC employee
profile for new hire

Scheduler sets
employee shift
schedule and work
location in SSC

Run master shift
schedule update

SSC

Supervisors

EMS supplementary notes:
• Scheduler shares all
Supervisor responsibilities
except for time card
approvals.
• All non-union staff submit
timesheet data via excel
spreadsheet. Process is similar
to Social Services.

SSC interfaces with infoHR based on
employee ID numbers. If there are
delays in setting up infoHR or
employee ID numbers, scheduler will
create a skeleton profile to set up new
hire schedule. The skeleton is deleted
once, employee master file is set up.

General
Onboarding

Supervisor
approves shift
schedule

Full-time staff
submit timesheets
via excel
spreadsheet

Identify empty
shifts not covered
by rotating
schedules

Scheduler awards
shifts

Open shift bidding
to employees

Initiate Call Out for
remaining empty
shifts

1

Update SSC empty
shift schedules

2

Supervisor reviews
updated shift
schedules and
work locations

Supervisor
approves change
requests

Everbridge: Shift Call Out

10

Employee

Start

Every full-time and
part-time employee
has a consistent
rotation that repeats
every 3 – 4 months.
Shorter duration of
shifts than LTC.

Employee apply
for rotating shift
schedule

Employees bid for
shifts

Employees punch
in/out to record
hours worked

SSC has limitations setting
CBA rules; hence, EMS
implemented Everbridge
system to handle call outs.

Payroll makes these
changes after the
payroll file has been
uploaded (locked)
and after the pay is
complete

Input shift
requirements in
Everbridge

Everbridge

Supervisors adjust
employee
requested
timesheet changes

Everbridge
messages all
eligible employees

Scheduler makes
manual
adjustments to
timesheets

Adjustments mostly
due to employees
forgetting to punch
in/out

12

6

8

Supervisors review
and approve
timesheets in SSC

Supervisors
confirm any
necessary changes
and sends
approval email

Payroll identifies
any questions for
Supervisors

Monday of pay week. Any
timesheet changes are
adjusted before sending
to Payroll. SSC approval
via supervisor email.

Employees review
timesheets for
accuracy

Everbridge sends notification
to employee confirming if
they got the shift

Employee agrees
to take empty shift

2

Yes

Change request include:
• Vacation/sick days
• Applying to change shift rotation
• Shift giveaways / exchanges

13
Payroll receives
Supervisor email of
timesheet approval

Payroll

1

Initiate call out
based on CBA
requirements

11
Employees submit
schedule change
request through
SSC

15

Payroll reconciles
approved
timesheet data
with system
reported data

7
Discrepancy?

No

Payroll
Processing

Payroll integrates SSC
data into iCity on the
Friday of a non-pay
week for EMS
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Payroll Processing and Timekeeping (PPT) – Payroll – Lambton
Time Recording: Manual Timesheets

Time Recording: iCity Online

1

Start
Scheduling

Start

Data Processors 1
& 2 input
timesheet data in
iCity by employee
and by pay group

Data Processor 1
receives manual
timesheets

Review timesheets
for accuracy of
codes used by
employees
Payroll cannot
process negative
bank hours. If
negative, contact
Supervisor to
resolve

Payroll

Contact
supervisors if
approvals are
missing

Balancing
Spreadsheet

Employee Listings
Report

Contact
supervisors if
there are
missing
timesheets

Verify employee
has sufficient
absence time bank
hours

Data Processors 1
& 2 run exception
reports of input
hours
2

Verify timesheets
are approved

Contact
Supervisors to
resolve any
timesheet issues

File paper
timesheets,
reconciliation and
exception reports

Run employee
listing report to
confirm all
timesheets are
submitted

Union employees submit
timesheets of all hours
worked. No timesheet entry
for non-union employees if all
regular hours.

iCity Online

Verify timesheets
are approved and
run time import as
a report

Time Import
Report

Exception Reports
Preview errors, check
negative bank
balances, and capture
total regular and nonregular hours on Time
Report

Reconcile total
hours between
iCity and balancing
spreadsheet

Update iCity with
any additional
code or hour
adjustments

Add up total
regular and nonregular hours by
payroll category in
excel spreadsheet

iCity

Data Processor 1
or Payroll Clerk
review iCity Online
timesheets

Balancing
Spreadsheet

Current payroll
folder by
category

Payroll only uploads
approved time

1
For regular and
non-regular hours

Exception Reports
Manual timesheets are
received during the non-pay
weeks and are tallied and
verified throughout the
week. Data input of the
timesheets begin on the
Thursday or Friday of a nonpay week

Record total
regular and nonregular hours by
payroll category in
excel spreadsheet

3

Data Processor 1
or Pay Clerk
upload iCity Online
timesheets into
iCity

iCity

Reconcile total hours
between iCity Online
and iCity and make
changes needed to
import time

Run exception
report by category
and balance iCity
to balancing
spreadsheet

FT employees submit
timesheets for exception /
non-regular hours (vacation,
sick, overtime, etc.).
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3
Update iCity with
any additional
code or hour
adjustments

1
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Payroll Processing and Timekeeping (PPT) – Payroll – Lambton
Time Recording: Maximo
Start

Start

SCH
13

Payroll Clerk
receives approved
payroll report from
Roads Manager via
email

SSC
2

Review timesheet
codes for accuracy
and verify
employees bank
balances

SSC Timesheet
Report

3

Payroll

Balancing
Spreadsheet

Update iCity with
any additional
code or hour
adjustments

1

Start

Review all
employees on the
exception reports
for payroll coding
and bank balances

Run SSC Timesheet
Report by pay
group

SCH 8
Contact
Supervisors for
approval to correct
any errors

3

Update iCity with
any additional
code or hour
adjustments

Run SSC flat file of
timesheet data by
pay group

File email
submitted
timesheets by pay
group

Updated reports run by
whoever is working on the
folder

2

Data Processor 1,
2, or Payroll Clerk
run updated
exception reports
by payroll category

Updated Exception
Reports

Data Processor 1
receives Supervisor
email of approved
timesheets

Data Processor 1
runs exception
reports by payroll
category

Verify timesheets
are approved

Update iCity with
any additional
code or hour
adjustments

Reviews
timesheets for pay
code accuracy and
banked time
balances

Yes

Discrepancy?

Reconcile SSC
balancing
spreadsheet with
updated exception
report of iCity data

iCity

Data Processor 1
runs updated
exception reports
by payroll category

Reconcile SNAP
balancing
spreadsheet with
updated exception
report of iCity data

Record total
regular and nonregular hours by
payroll category in
excel spreadsheet

Balancing
Spreadsheet

Timing difference between
when Supervisor approves
timesheets and when flat file
is generated. SNAP does not
have approval function and
timesheets are not locked for
payroll processing.
Employees can make
additional changes
throughout pay week.

No
1

3
Errors are
identified and
corrected on flat
file. Flat File is rerun as a report and
once error-free is
uploaded into iCity

Exception Reports

2

Timesheet Binder

3

Upload SSC flat file
into iCity as a
report and print to
paper.
iCity

Upload SNAP flat
file into iCity

3
Reconcile SSC
Timesheet Report
and SSC flat file

SCH 7

Examples of issues
include items
missing from the
time earnings
report or the
import file

Scheduling

2

Payroll receives
emails from
approvers that the
timesheet
approvals are
complete

iCity
Payroll researches
where the
discrepancy is and
resolves the issue

Reconcile total
hours between
Maximo and iCity

Exception Reports

SCH 2

Timing difference between
when Supervisor approves
timesheets and when flat file
is generated. SSC timesheets
are locked once the file is
generated; however,
employees already logged
into the system can continue
to make changes.

Balancing
Spreadsheet by
Payroll Category
Upload Maximo
flat file into iCity

Data Processor 1
or Payroll Clerk run
exception reports
by payroll category

Scheduling

2

Record hours by
payroll category in
excel balancing
spreadsheet

Time Recording: SNAP

Time Recording: Staff Schedule Care

Updated Exception
Reports

3

3

1

Run SNAP flat file
of timesheet data

Reconcile SNAP
flat file to SNAP
balancing
spreadsheet

3

SCH 7
3
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Research and
contact supervisors
for approval to
resolve the issue

Yes

Discrepancy?

No
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Payroll Processing and Time Keeping (PPT) – Payroll - Lambton
Payroll Processing
Employee master file has to
be set up or updated before
setting timesheet template

iCity

1

County has a
total of 24 pay
groups

Payroll

Summary of Gross
and Net Pay

Top-up changes
could be maternity
leave, benefit
adjustments, etc.

Payroll Adjustment
Support

Transaction
Register PDF

Start
Payroll Clerk
completes all
Masterfile changes
and sets up
employee
templates as
required
Data Processor 2
pulls iCity cleaned
up timesheet
hours by pay
group

Run preliminary
calculations in iCity
by pay group

Prints summary of
gross & net pay by
pay code, which
includes negative
cheque report

Correct negative
cheques in iCity

Review and
complete any
additional
adjustments

Run transaction
register by pay
group

5

Payroll Supervisor
reviews transaction
register PDF by
pay group for
reasonableness
Review #1
Compares current
and prior
transaction register
by employee
Review #2
Compare current
and prior pay
period net pay
amounts

Review #3
Recalculate
withholdings,
deductions, and
premiums

Review #4
Review payroll
adjustments

Remittances and GL Posting

6

4

8

7

Transaction
Register Review
PDF

Payroll Supervisor
prints and signs
transaction
registers

Signed Transaction
Registers

Payroll Supervisor
reconciles CIBC
Confirmation
Report to CountyWide Payroll
Summary

6

7
CIBC Confirmation
Report

CIBC confirmation
report is provided
to GM and signed
for record keeping

Print Remittance
Reports

Payroll Clerk run
benefits
calculations

Verify remittance
total and GL total

Remittance
Reports

4
Data Processor 2
run Payroll
Register by pay
group

Payroll Registers

Data Processor 2
runs iCity pay slips
by pay group

Employee Cheque
Reports

iCity emails pay
stubs to
employees

4

8

Data Processor 2
run Employee
Cheque Report by
pay group
4

No

Payroll Clerk
consolidates all
Payroll Register
and Employee
Cheque Reports
into County-wide
spreadsheet

County-Wide
Payroll Summary
Excel

Payroll Clerk
generates iCity
bank file

Need changes?

iCity Bank File

10

Yes

Run Journal Entry
Report
(Full Payroll)

Payroll Supervisor
approves
remittance entries

Need to balance
again. iCity does not
lock down Payroll
Register and
Employee Cheque
Report data

Re-send pay stubs
or mail paper pay
stubs to
employees with no
County email
address

End

For last pay or
employees on leave

Balance Journal
Entry
Report and CIBC
total of net pay

Forwards to
Finance AP team
for processing
8

Post Journal Entry
to GL

End

CIBC
Commercial
Banking
Platform

Payroll Clerk
transfers bank file
to CIBC

Reverse payroll
calculations and
correct issues

Input remittance
amounts in iCity
AP module

9

4

Balance iCity bank
file and CountyWide Payroll
Summary

Clear any system
rejected email
errors with IT

Post benefits
journal entry to GL

8
Rerun payroll
calculations

4

Data Processor 1
approves CIBC
payment release

4
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Employee Time Banks – (ETB) – Payroll – Lambton County
Intermittent and Floater Time

Sick Time Accrual

1

Vacation Accrual

Start of Year
(Jan 1)

Month-End
Close

Start of Month

Review CBAs for
time bank
entitlement
changes

Review CBAs for
time bank
entitlement
changes

Run Vacation
Accrual Report
(Crystal Report)

Negotiations

Negotiations

1
Prepare “CBA Time
Bank Summary”
spreadsheet

Changes?

Time Bank
Summary

No

Payroll

Update
intermittent and
floater days
data

Manually enter
CBA time bank
entitlement data
into iCity

Review
Intermittent Day
Summary (PA5510
Report) to confirm
changes

End

Yes

iCity

Update each
employee’s master
file in iCity

Changes
happen
mostly
through
ratified CBA

iCity

Verify iCity month-end
close activities
completed; close month
to run accruals, employee
sick time accruals are
automatically updated

Vacation Accrual
Report
(Crystal Report)

Employee Listing

2

Review employee
listing for
completeness
check of PT
employees

Negotiations

Review employee hire
dates for entitlement
changes each month.
PT employees vacation
percentages are updated
based on hiring date and CBA.

1
Update employee
vacation dump
amounts in iCity

This becomes
productive live data,
done on first pay of
New Year

Intermittent
FT employees of:
• CUPE 2557
• CUPE 2926
• SIEU
• LiUNA
• UNIFOR 2003E
Floater
• UNIFOR 444
• CUPE 2557 – Full-time Only
• CUPE 2926
• ONA 116 (MGM)
• ONA 196 (LMV/NLL) – part
time pro-rated
• LiUNA
• UNIFOR 2003E
• Nonunion

Sick Accrual
FT employees of:
• UNIFOR 302
• UNIFOR 444
• CUPE 1291
• ONA 19 (LPH)
• ONA 116 (MGM)
• ONE 196 (LMV/NLL)
• Nonunion

Update Staff
Schedule Care
(SSC) employee
vacation accrual
data

Payroll
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iCity

iCity

PA5510 Report
Payroll

Payroll
(Time
Recording)

Payroll runs
Employee Listing

infoHR

Filter Crystal report
by CBA for
employee
entitlement
change

Update employee
vacation accrual
rates in iCity

Part-Time Employees – Hours Worked
Every Pay
Period

Review employee
hiring/anniversary
dates for time
bank entitlement
changes

iCity

1

Review PT
employee
timecards for
hours worked

Calculate PT
employee vacation
and sick time
accrual for pay
period

Calculated manually
based on hours
worked vs. FT
schedule hours

3

PT Employee Vac.
& Sick Time
Accruals Excel
Spreadsheet

iCity

Update during pay
period where
change becomes
effective

Update employee
accrual hours in
iCity

1

Vacation Accrual
FT employees of:
• All unions, except for
ONA 196 (LMV/NLL)
• UNIFOR 444
• Nonunion
PT employees of:
• PT employees earning
vacation as a % of pay

Payroll
(Pay Run)

iCity

Complete
before
payroll run

Vacation and Sick Time Accrual
PT employees of:
• ONA 19 (LPH)
• CUPE 1291
• UNIFOR 444
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Employee Time Banks – (ETB) – Payroll – Lambton County
Staff Schedule Care (SSC): Absence Bank Rollover
End of Year
(December)

Payroll contacts
SSC vendor

Meeting with SSC
vendor to walk
through each
union group’s
rollforward data

Payroll

SSC vendor
performs back-end
update of absence
bank time

Payroll reviews
future booked
absence time
scheduled in SSC

Rollover
processed
between
December last
pay and January
first pay

Rollforward sick and
overtime hours worked.
Record vacation carryover
hours

1

For employees using Staff
Schedule Care:
• UNIFOR 302
• ONA 116 (MGM)
• CUPE 2557
• ONA 196 (LMV/NLL)
• SIEU
• Nonunion
Process to change in
December 2021:
• SSC vendor will no
longer perform rollover
back-end updates.
County Payroll team
will perform this task.

4

Staff Schedule Care: Absence Bank Update
1

Every Pay
Period

Payroll runs
absence bank time
reports

iCity

Add employee
earned
entitlements in
SSC

SSC

End
SSC

1

iCity absence bank data
does not interface with
SSC

Future Booked
Absence Time
Report

Payroll manually
updates SSC to
account for future
booked absence
time

Payroll manually
updates SSC
employee profile

SSC

Payroll reconciles
SSC and iCity
absence bank time
data

iCity

End
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Seniority Calculations (SEN) – HR – Lambton County
Seniority Calculation
Start

HR Assistant prints
prior year seniority
list

Paper file
maintained for each
union with all
support

All CA’s have language as at Jan 1st,
some as at June 30th as well

Prior Year Seniority
List

Missing
employee (not
active)?

Yes

HR Assistant
searches employee
in infoHR to
determine why
they are missing

Employee /
Position Report

infoHR

Is Employee on
leave?

No

Deemed leave hours only
reflected in part-time
workers, full-time workers
seniority stays the same

Leaves Report

No
HR Assistant prints
report of all active
employees by
union

1

Yes

HR Assistant inputs
previous hours
worked in MS
Excel template to
calculate Deemed
Hours

Leaves Seniority
Calculations –
Deemed Hours
Excel

HR Assistant
finalizes the
Seniority Lists and
distributes to
stakeholders

HR updates
Seniority Lists for
each union
(previous hours +
new hours)

Current Year
Seniority Lists
(by union)

Yes
Crystal Report Leaves Report

FT/PT status
change?

Is Employee
Part-Time?

Yes

HR

HR Assistant prints
the Leaves Report

HR Assistant
analyzes and
compares all 3
reports together

Analyze for:
Change of Employment
Status (FT/PT)
Position Changes
Union Changes
Name Change

HR Assistant
analyzes full-time
seniority by union

HR Assistant sends
updated Seniority
List to unions
(PDF)

Clarify with Union,
provide support if
required

No

Probation
period fulfilled?

No
HR Assistant marks
up Active
Employees Report
with required
calculations and
changes

No

HR Assistant
calculates total
eligible hours for
valid pay codes in
MS Excel template

Employee not
Added to Seniority
List

End

No

Yes

Employee to be
added to or
removed from the
Seniority List

HR Assistant prints
hours report from
iCity

Yes

Errors?

Ineligible employees include
new terminations and
retirements.

Updated Seniority
List

iCity

Review feedback

No
Sent to:
Union Rep
Labour Relations Consultant
General Manager
Others relevant individuals

End

Union and Other
Stakeholders

Comparison made on
printed copies of lists

Approved by
Unions?

Union reviews and
provide feedback
(within 30 days)
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Yes

Seniority List
Reporting Issues
Form
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Attendance Management (ATM) – Payroll – Lambton County
Leaves

Supervisors

Start

End
No

Employee sends
leave of absence
(LOA) request to
Supervisor for
approval

Record of Employment Triggers

Leave
approved?

Yes

COM
1
Supervisor creates
and submits
Leaves EDF to
Payroll, HR and IT

SCH 8

EDF indicates the type of
leave, the last day
worked and the
projected leave end-date

Payroll consults
with Supervisor
regarding missing
hours

More then 7
unpaid days
anticipated?

No

1

Yes
E.g. If employee is using sick time to
fund the leave, Payroll will keep track of
the available sick time until leave
becomes unpaid.

Leaves EDF

Collective
Bargaining
Agreements (CBAs)

Payroll prints EDF
each every pay
period to calculate
LOA pay

Payroll determines
action based on
parameters and
applicable CBA

1

Start

1
Payroll updates
Leave Excel
Tracking Sheet
Printed EDFs
are used
while
prorating

Payroll

Payroll files
printed Leave
EDFs in paper
binder

Disability waiver comes into
play on the first day of the
5th month after the incident

In reconciliation
excel, Payroll
tracks waiver date
for all LOAs

SCH 8

2

Payroll calculates
employees
earnings and
service credit
allocated

Payroll processes
OMERS 165 on
portal upon Return
To Work

No

2

Employee is emailed
regarding the
purchase of OMERS
and options: cheque
or payroll deduction

Is LOA a
medical leave?

Reconciliation
Excel

Yes

iCity

Payroll uploads
Record of
Employment to
Service Canada

Start

Manually tracked
by month

1

Payroll
Processing

Payroll creates
bulk file of RoEs in
iCity

Excel sheet tracks number of weeks,
working days vs. calendar days, and
total number of days until prorated.
There is a different excel sheet for
every CBA.

Leave Excel
Tracking Sheet

Payroll notices
employee missing
hours

Is employee
returning to
work prior to
the 1st day of
the 5th month?

No

Payroll processes
the elimination
period, and
requests HR Disability to start
Form 143

All election forms are
also sent to employee
with option to purchase

Yes
Payroll
Processing

Payroll completes
Form 143 and
submits to OMERS

2
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Performance Management (PFM) – HR – Lambton County
Performance Management
Annual performance
cycle based on
employee start date or
position change date

Start

Probationary
Review with New
Employees

People Leaders
(Managers/Supervisors)

1

1
Employee
Information
Portal (EIP) –
Employee
Profile

Employee is able to view their EIP
profile and view/comment on
their performance assessment

Done by Managers/Supervisors. LTC
Nursing is done by RN. Other LTC
departments done by LTC Supervisors

Performance
review discussion
with employee

Assess
performance
against
performance
factors/goals

Document
assessment in
performance
review forms

Supervisor enters
data from
performance
review forms
entered into EIP

infoHR

Data entry is
pushed through
approval chain and
housed in
individual EIP
profile

2

1

Entry flows into infoHR indicating a
completed performance assessment
with the date, and staus (Meets
Requirements or Needs Improvement)

Entered into QIP
for LTC

Performance
Review / Appraisal
Form
LTC Performance
Review Form

Goal setting
discussion for
upcoming
performance year

Online form documenting
whether employees are
meeting performance
factors/goals.
Online form
documenting whether
LTC staff are meeting
LTC quality indicators

HR communicates
overdue
performance
reviews

Performance
Review Policy
LTC Quality
Indicators

Overdue
Performance
Review Report

Corporate-wide performance
factors. However, no
corporate-wide Performance
Management plan.

Performance results do
not impact
compensation.
Compensation set
according to CBA.

HR

System cannot
send reminders of
performance
review dates

HR tracks
completion of
annual
performance
discussion

Performance
results factored
into promotion or
termination cases

End

InforHR

2
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Negotiations (NGO) – HR – Lambton County
> 9 Months from CBA Expiration

Start

HR – Labour Relations

Prepare employer
position on
negotiation

Complete internal
and external
analysis

No formal or
system
monitoring.
Labour Relations
sets reminders in
calendar 9
months in
advance of CBA
expiration date
Market research of
industry CBA
negotiation
outcomes.
Summarize
operational notes
for negotiation.

5-9 Months from CBA Expiration

Notice to Bargain

Preparation Chart
by Article

Proposal package

Negotiations

Hold negotiations
and use proposal
package as
supporting
material

Deal in
scheduled
period?

1

Yes

No
Prepare scenario
planning based on
mandate
instructions and
costing analysis

Prepare report to
Council seeking
mandate for
negotiations

Prepare In-camera
Council Report

3 Months from CBA Expiration

Receive Notice to
Bargain from
Union

Prepare
Preparation Chart
by Article

Prepare proposal
package

Conciliator
assigned and
contacts County
and Union

County or Union
makes request to
Ministry of Labour
for Conciliator

Determine
negotiating team
from employer
side

Emailed to
negotiation team

Preparation
meeting with
negotiation team

Schedule dates for
reconciliation

Preparation
meeting with
negotiation team

Determine dates
for negotiations

Labour Relations
reviews
negotiation team
feedback of
articles

Incorporate any
other relevant
benchmarking or
input materials

Negotiation team
analyzes CBA
clauses and outline
the changes the
County wants to
make. Feedback
provided back to
HR

In-camera Council
Report

2

3

Conciliation
meeting held

Deal?

Yes

No

Update
Preparation Chart
by Article

Updated
Preparation Chart
by Article

Prepare Council
Information Report

Council
Information Report

Council

Council approves
mandate
instructions

Other

Report to Council
seeking mandate
instructions

Finance and
External Benefits
Consultant
perform benefits
costing scenario
analysis

Council updated
with negotiation
status
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Negotiations (NGO) – HR – Lambton County
Council Ratification

4

1

Communicate
tentative
agreement to
Union

6

Communicate
ratification to
Union
5

7

2

Interest Arbitration - Mandated

Collective
agreement
updated and
signed

Union seeks
ratification from
their members and
confirms vote
outcome

HR – Labour Relations

No

Labour Relations
sends updated
CBA to relevant
parties within
County

Union ratifies?

Prepare agreed-to
items for
communication

Compensation

County of
Lambton prepares
to seek ratification
from council

In-camera Council
Report

HR Shared
Drive

Corporate
Manager – HR
prepares Incamera Council
Report

End

Parties attend
hearing

5

Union or employer
asks for No Board
Report
Arbitrator issues
award

Yes
Engage MoL
Conciliator

Update new
compensation
terms

Update new
benefits terms

Yes
Updated and
signed CBA saved
on HR shared drive

Communication to
employees of
updated CBA

No

Interest
arbitration
legislatively
mandated?

Interest Arbitration - Not Mandated

6

Yes

Benefit
Updates

Tentative
agreement
reached?

Corporate
Manager – HR,
prepares incamera report to
Council

Terms of award are
communicated
and implemented

No
Parties engage
their own legal
counsel

Employee
Time Banks

Select Arbitrator
and hearing date

Report sent to
Council seeking
ratification of
tentative
agreement

End

In-Camera Report

Occurs 17 days
from the date of
No Board Report

No Board Report
issued, provides
strike / lockout
date

No Board Report

Corporate
Manager – HR
prepares incamera update
report to Council
Internal preparations /
discussions re: locking
out employees or
potential union strike
Prepare
communications, hold
communication
meetings with internal
stakeholders
Conciliator
schedules
additional meeting
date

Agreement
reached?

Usually occurs 1-2 days
before strike / lock out date.
Goal is to secure a tentative
agreement between parties

Yes

7

No
Strike / lock out
occurs, continue to
work under CA
terms

Other Labour
Relations
strategies could be
exercised

End

Council

Yes
3

No

Ratified by
Council?
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Labour Relations (LBR) – HR – Lambton County
Grievances
1

Start

Labour Relations
Consultant and
Supervisor /
Manager receive
grievance from
Union

HR – Labour Relations

HR and Labour
Relations discuss
grievance, review
case, and collect
information

HR helps prepare response
to be sent by Supervisor /
Manager or Labour Relations
Consultant to schedule
grievance meeting

Print grievance
communication
and prepare
grievance folder to
be stored in vault

Add grievance
case data to
Grievance Tracking
Spreadsheet in HR
Drive

Labour Relations
Consultant works
with Supervisor /
Manager through
grievance process
to either resolution
or arbitration

Resolved?

Initiate Rights
Arbitration process
to assist in
unresolved
grievance cases

Most grievances
received through email.

Employer can also
generate grievance

Union and
employer engage
legal counsel

Only manual tracking
of grievances

Select Arbitrator
Scheduling of meeting
is determined by
language in CAA

Parties agree on
hearing dates
Printed grievance
communication

Grievance folder
in HR Vault
Prepare for
Arbitration

Grievance Tracking
Spreadsheet

HR Drive

Grievance tracking spreadsheet is
maintained throughout process by
Labour Relations Consultant - HR

Arbitration
Hearing held
Parties may resolve on
their own prior to or at
the arbitration

As per CA

Yes

Arbitration award
issued

Communicate and
implement terms
of settlement

Update Grievance
tracking
spreadsheet

End

No
1
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Employee Relations (EMR) – HR – Lambton County
Employee Consultations
Start

Start

HR receives
employee request
for consultation

Mostly contact HR via
email, in-person, or
phone

Consultation on
CBA or other
matters

Resolved?

Mostly contact HR via
email, in-person, or
phone

HR receives
management
request for
assistance on
attendance matter

infoHR / Staff
Schedule Care
(Attendance
Calendars)

Attendance Policy

Consultation on
absence matter

No

Refer employee to
subject matter
specialists or
escalate to
management

Medical
related?

Attendance
Support Assistance
Program Guide

No

Engage Disability
Management

Proactive attendance
monitoring may not be
consistently followed

Outlines roles and
responsibilities and
how to manage
innocence and
culpable absenteeism

On-going
monitoring of
attendance
resolution

Currently no system
solution to support
process

HR

HR facilitates for
resolution

Management can run
schedule and
attendance reports

Address
attendance matter
according to policy

Yes

Yes
End

Absence Consultation

Nonoccupational
Disability

End
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WSIB – HR - Lambton
Incident Reporting

Status Change

1

Start

Supervisors

Status Change EDF
Workplace
Incident occurs

Report incident to
Occupational
Health & Safety
(OHS) Email
Support Inbox

Report near misses, health & safety
incidents, critical injuries, etc.

Incident Report

Create EDF to
request Status
Change

HR advises
Supervisor to
complete Status
Change EDF and
of proper payroll
coding

HR Vault Employee
Medical File

HR – Return to Work (RTW) Consultant

RTW Consultant
reviews and
assesses incident
report

WSIB
Reportable
Incident?
Yes

LTC Home Clerks
enters data into
infoHR

Yes

LTC related
incident?

No

No

RTW enters data
into infoHR

Health and safety incidents trigger
WSIB / Ministry of Labour reporting

RTW enters
incident data in
excel for tracking
and reporting

RTW enters data
into WSIB Tracker
excel

WSIB Online
Portal

RTW completes
WSIB forms within
72 hours of being
notified of Lost
Time or Medical
Sought

Main data source to
track and manage
WSIB claims

Pre-COVID

Post
COVID

File WSIB files in
medical file and
store in vault

End
Yes

WSIB Tracker excel

Employee
status change?

Email worker
explaining WSIB
process

Complete
WSIB Form 7 and
reporting material
via WSIB Online
Portal
Prepare WSIB
Form 7 and
reporting package
from infoHR

Update WSIB
tracker

Print and fax to
WSIB

Status Change EDF
for Modified, Leave
EDF for WSIB Leave

1
EDF sent to
internal address
for HR, Payroll, and
IT

Assess whether
employee needs
status change

Audit Binder

2
infoHR status
change update.
Modify iCity
payroll codes.

Compensation

Benefits
Updates

No
Providing Form 7,
explaining other
WSIB Forms – 6, 8,
FAFs

End

Seniority
Calculations

Payroll

Incident Rreport
printed and filed in
Audit binder

Ensure correct pay
coding in scheduling
software

Benefits billing when
on leave

Track and update
seniority
calculations
Track leaves for
seniority purposes
Ensure timecards
reflect correct pay
codes to run payroll

Support Supervisor in
making proper offer
of modified work /
documenting to
ensure no Lost Time
Bi-weekly RTW
meeting with
supervisors,
employee and
WSIB

Download and review
WSIB Accident Cost
and Premium Rate
Monthly Statements;
update WSIB tracker

Ensure final
medical FAF is
received to clear
employee to return
to full duties

infoHR
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Request updated
medical WSIB Forms –
FAF every 2 weeks
On-going claims
management until case
is closed; outside Legal
Counsel assists with
appeals

Monitor progress of
injured / ill worker, track
length of leave, involve
WSIB Case Manager or
RTW Specialist if issues
occur

Educate Supervisors,
employees on their
roles and appropriate
course of action for
accomodations

Create Status Change
EDF and reactivate
from Leave EDF if
returning from leave

Incident Report

1

County
Intranet Portal
EDF Templates

Update and track
iCity benefits and
benefit premiums.

1

Two methods
to report WSIB

Excel WSIB tracker

Request a WSIB
file be created

WSIB Claims Management

Status Change EDF
from Modified to
Active

County
Intranet Portal
EDF Templates

2
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Non-Occupational Disability (NOD) – HR – Lambton County
Full-Time Employee Case Initiation

5

Start
1

If employee has WI
entitlement but CBA
includes waiting period,
they are required to
self-fund from their sick
bank until WI begins

Notification
received from
Supervisor (email
or call)

Determine
employment
status

PT/Casual

Collate required
statements

Contains type of
disability and
estimated time off

Receive doctor’s
note from
employee

Disability
Consultant sends
statements to
employee

No

17-week SunLife
Assessment

Plan Sponsor’s
Statement

COM
1

Short-term
disability or
medical leave EDF
created

HR informs
Supervisor/
Manager.
Employee is paid
up to 17 weeks

Print EDF, Doctor’s
note, Supervisor
email

Employee off
indefinitely?

Yes

File in employee
hardcopy medical
file

1

No

Yes

Denies

Workplace
accommodation
required?

HR receives
notification and
contacts employee

5

Medical Leave EDF

EDF created for
status change to
long-term leave
County
Intranet Portal
EDF Templates

COM
1
EDF created for
status change to
unpaid leave

4

No
2
Plan for return to
work

Pay adjustments include
wage rate changes and
prorated wages

COM
1

Master File
Setup

Sunlife notifies HR
and employee on
reasons for not
supporting and
support ends

Completed by
employees medical
professional,
contains restriction
type and length of
accommodation

County
Intranet Portal
EDF Templates

Pay adjustments
include wage rate
changes and
prorated wages

Permanently disabled
from any job?

Compensation
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No

3

Yes
Non work-related
Functional Abilities
Form

Create return to
work plan and
adjusted pay
amount

Compensation

Prepare for
negotiation of
settlement

3

Yes

Sunlife continues
to support to age
65

Discuss/consult
with managers and
Union

HR meets with
employee advising
them of next steps
and leave options

HR notifies
employee of status
change to unpaid
leave

No
Make pay
adjustments

Capacity to
accommodate?

Termination

Notify employee
and advise on next
steps

24-month
SunLife
Assessment

1

If employee is still
unable to return to
work due to disability,
benefits will last 24
months

EDF sent to
internal address
for HR, Payroll, and
IT

EDF sent to
internal address
for HR, Payroll, and
IT

Doctor’s Note
Supervisor
notification email

2

Continuous communication
between Sunlife and
employee regarding
medical status, Assessments
done continuously and can
be denied prior to 15 week
period

SunLife notifies HR
of support and
start-date

Sunlife informs HR
and the employee

SunLife
Assessment

Denies

HR notifies
employee
manager/
supervisor

Supports

Short-term
disability or
medical leave EDF

Internal
consultation on
suitable
accommodation

Supports

Plan Member
Statement

No payroll change

County
Intranet Portal
EDF Templates

Create employee
medical file
(hardcopy)

6

4

Attending
Physician’s
Statement

2

Doctor’s Note
Employee submits
forms to Sunlife

Accommodation

3

Employee signs PMS,
Doctor signs APS,
HR signs PSS

Request doctor’s
note from
employee

HR – Disability Management

WI entitlement?

Yes

1

Full-time

HR Vault Employee
Medical File

Long-term Disability

Short-term Disability (Weekly Indemnity)

6

4
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Non-Occupational Disability (NOD) – HR – Lambton County
Part-time / Casual Worker Case Initiation

Short-term Disability (No Weekly Indemnity)

1

Plan Sponsor’s
Statement
Contains type of
disability and
estimated time
off

Request doctor’s
note from
employee

Receive doctor’s
note from
employee

HR – Disability Management

Attending
Physician’s
Statement

2

Collate required
statements

5

Create employee
medical file
(hardcopy)
COM
1

EDF also
identifies
need for
ROE

Employee submits
forms to Sunlife

County
Intranet Portal
EDF Templates

Disability
consultant may
engage Sunlife to
assist with any
issues

Unpaid short-term
disability or
medical leave EDF

Unpaid short-term
disability or
medical leave EDF
created

Plan Member
Statement

3

Disability
Consultant sends
statements to
employee

Doctor’s Note

Yes

Yes

Utilizes these
banks when sick
bank runs out

Sick bank
balance greater
than time off
(Up to 17
weeks)?

2
Employee
utilizes OT
bank and
vacation?

No

No

Yes

HR monitors
employee’s
declining bank
balances

Enough bank
balance (Up to
17 weeks)?

No

2
HR informs
employee of
disability process

Print EDF, Doctor’s
note, Supervisor
email

4

Medical Leave EDF
File in employee
hardcopy medical
file

HR Vault Employee
Medical File

HR monitors
employees sick
fund balance

5

Yes

Employee off
indefinitely?

Employee chooses
to go unpaid by
County

County
Intranet Portal
EDF Templates

COM
1

HR creates unpaid
leave status
change EDF

Unpaid leave
status change EDF

No payroll change

Yes

Doctor’s Note
Supervisor
notification email

HR informs
employee of
changing status

Workplace
accommodation
required?

Pay adjustments include
wage rate changes and
prorated wages

No

Payroll

Employee signs PMS,
Doctor signs APS,
HR signs PSS

No

Plan for return to
work

Make pay
adjustments

Compensation

EDF sent to
internal address
for HR, Payroll, and
IT

Master File
Setup

Payroll issues ROE
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Terminations (TER) – HR – Lambton County
Resignation and Retirement

IT

Supervisors

3

Start

Supervisor receives
written notice of
resignation/
retirement from
employee

Contract employees
follow same process
when their contract
ends. Contract enddates manually tracked
by Supervisors.

1

Termination EDF

Supervisor creates
Termination EDF

Exit Interview Form

Intranet

County
Intranet Portal
EDF Templates

Should be completed before
employee’s last day of work

EDF sent to
internal
distribution for HR,
Payroll, and IT

Supervisor
conducts exit
interview

Supervisor
approves
employee’s last
timecard and
submits to Payroll

Return of County
Property Form

Supervisor updates
employee
termination status
in SNAP

Supervisor pulls “Exit
Interview Form” from
intranet, facilitates exit
interview, and sends
completed exit
interview and county
property forms to HR

Yes

Cultural
Services?

Supervisor pulls “Return
of County Property
Form” and completes it
with employee who
signs off

No
End

Terminate
employee access
to systems and
facilities

For employees on long-term disability
with Sunlife support to age 65,
includes a meeting between HR and
Supervisor regarding termination
letter and severance package

HR prints
Termination EDF
and files in
Employee File

HR reviews
Termination EDF
for termination
action items

HR

NonOccupational
Disability

Also review
if employee
has any
grievances
or WSIB
case

HR Vault Employee File

1

End

1

4

Payroll prints and
reviews
Termination EDF

Review if
employee has any
absence bank time

OMERS
member?

Yes

No

HR starts Form 143
on OMERS portal,
then emails to payroll
to complete and
submit

HR recieves and
files completed
Exit Interview Form
in employee file

Common errors start dates versus
actual first worked day

Benefit
Updates

Employee File

Bulk file upload each
pay period

Absence
Banked Time?

No

Payroll checks
timecard hours
against EDF
termination date

Prepares Record of
Employment data
in iCity

Upload, review and
submit Record of
Employment to
Service Canada
Portal

Payroll terminates
employee in
infoHR

infoHR syncs
termination status
with iCity, Staff
Schedule Care and
Maximo

Payroll

Yes

iCity

Prints bank
balance and
records payout
amounts to be
processed through
payroll

Payroll
Processing

iCity

infoHR

Final pay adjustment includes
recording of last timecard hours and
code adjustments. County does not
do prorated paystubs.
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Terminations (TER) – HR – Lambton County

Start

Notice to employee includes a letter
with or without severance details
(and any other documentation) is
provided to employee

Supervisor
identifies
termination case

Supervisor, with
HR support,
provide notice to
employee

Consults with HR
on case, employee
performance, CBA
and legal
requirements, etc.

Prepare support to
termination case

4

Severance
Package?

No

Provide
termination release
documents to
employee and
address questions

HR

Supervisors

Termination

File termination
documents in
Employee File

End

HR Vault Employee File

Payroll

Yes

Payroll processes
severance package

End
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Benefit Updates (BEU) – HR – Lambton County
Benefit Negotiation

Annual Benefit Updates

Start

Start

Start

Compensation
Specialist contracts
Benefits
Consultant to
negotiate benefit
rates with Sunlife

HR

Monthly Benefit Updates

Rates are
presented by
People Corp.
(Benefits
Consultant) to
County to approve

Negotiations

HR administers
annual benefit
enrollment
changes

infoHR

Update infoHR
benefit templates
and benefit codes,
including CBA
updates

1

County approves
rates

infoHR employee profiles
have benefit codes
connected to payroll codes.
HR reviews benefits data in
iCity to ensure changes have
been reflected accurately.

People Corp.
confirms with
Sunlife that the
County has
accepted the rates

Reconcile infoHR
benefit codes and
iCity payroll codes
for discrepancies

New benefit
rates updated
between last
December pay
and first pay in
New Year

Coverage Change
EDF

COM
1

Employees request
coverage change
due to a life event
or change in leave
status

infoHR

1
County
Intranet Portal
EDF Templates

Reconcile infoHR
and iCity updates

iCity

Update Sunlife
with benefit
changes

Employee on
unpaid leave
status?

BEN 1

1
Benefit
Enrollments

ESC reviews
change and
updates Monthly
Benefit Changes
spreadsheet

Payroll Supervisor
advises when
period is closed
and changes can
be made

Research and
resolve any
discrepancies
noted between
infoHR and iCity

Yes

End

End

Payroll

Finance Benefit
Rates Calculation
Spreadsheet

3

No

Payroll makes pay
adjustments in
iCity

Finance updates
benefits
calculations to
calculate benefit
rates

Finance

Update infoHR
employee profile
benefits tab

Excel outputs
benefit rates used
by HR

New negotiated rates
will be implemented in
the following year

Finance updates
taxable benefit
multipliers in iCity

Finance identifies
pay adjustments
through
reconciliation
between Sunlife
and iCity GL

1

2
Pay adjustments
are tracked in
spreadsheet

Reconcile GL, iCity
and Sunlife data by
employee

Identify any missed benefits
between County and
Sunlife records as well as
other descrepancies
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Research and
resolve any
discrepancies

Unreconciled
premium differences
between iCity and
Sunlife are written off
at year-end

End

Pay Adjustment
Spreadsheet

iCity

Payroll

Discrepancies come from Sunlife and
iCity premium calculation methods. iCity
is based on actual hours and Sunlife is
based on original agreed-upon hours
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Benefit Updates (BEU) – HR – Lambton County
Premium Billing

Contact unpaid
leave employee if
they want to stop
benefits

HR

Add change to
Monthly Benefit
Changes
spreadsheet

Prepares benefit
premium invoices

Yes

2

HR bills employee
for benefit
premiums every
month

Update infoHR /
iCity

Yes

No

Calculate premium
billing in iCity

Continue past
100%
employee paid
date?
No
Stop billing and
process Return to
Work when
employee returns
from leave

Corporate Recruiter
and EE Services
Specialist reviews
CBA leave language
to determine if
premiums change to
100% employee paid

Change will be either updating cost sharing amount on
Benefits / Beneficiaries tab on infoHR and verifying that
correct information carries over to iCity. OR if temp
refusing benefits, delete extended health and/or dental
code for duration of leave, verify that change carried
over to iCity and input change on Sunlife website

When employee returns to work, Return to Work
EDF is submitted. Any temporarily refused benefits
would be reactivated on Sunlife website, infoHR and
iCity. If premiums were running at 100% employee
paid, any cost sharing would return to normal

Letter sent at
beginning of unpaid
leave.

Payroll

Post premium
billing amount in
general ledger

Review updated
premium billing
information

Finance

3
Review posted GL

EDF would
inform HR on
employee
status of
benefits and
pension

EDF would inform
HR on employee
status of benefits
and pension

2

Does employee
have beenfits?

Prepare letter and
benefits
conversion
information docs
to send to
employee

Removing benefits group /
template will remove benefits
payroll codes from iCity.
Employee is not removed from
infoHR or iCity. Their profile
remains, but changes to
inactive. Any retired employee
will remain active

Add change to
Monthly Benefit
Changes
spreadsheet

No
End

infoHR

Corporate
Recruiter and EE
Yes Services Specialist
terminate benefits
on Sunlife website

BEN 1

infoHR

Remove benefit
group / template
from employee
infoHR profile

iCity

Check benefits /
beneficiaries tab
on infoHR to
confirm then check
iCity to confirm
change cary over

Monthly Benefit
Changes
Spreadsheet

Employee
Premium Billing
spreadsheet

Completed in
November /
December prior
to T4's

End

Report iCity
data; no
reconcilation
with infoHR

Start

Updates Employee
Premium Billing
spreadsheet

Corporate Rec. and
EE Serv. Specialist
reviews termination
EDF and checks
employee infoHR
profile to see if they
have benefits

If continuing benefits past 100%
employee paid date, then HR would
continue to bill on a monthly basis.
If temp refuse, billing would stop

To terminate
benefits past 65

Benefit
Enrollments

Terminations

End

Determine 100%
employee paid date
and include in
Benefits While on
Unpaid Leave Letter
Benefits While on
Unpaid Leave
Letter

Benefits Termination

BEN 1

Sends payment
forms to
employees who
will need to pay
premiums

3

Stop benefits?

Taxable Benefits

Prepare T4 taxable
benefits

Reporting
(T4 and
Regulatory
Reporting)

Run iCity taxable
benefits and
premium pay
codes to ensure no
material difference
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Health and Safety Procedures (HSP) – Health and Safety - Lambton
General Investigations & Support

Incident Investigations
Phone calls are
reserved for
critical injuries

Start

Start

Start
1

1
Incident
Reporting
Method

Incident Form

Health and Safety

Manager emails
Incident Form to
OHS Support

Incident Form

HR, RTW
Consultant and
Health and
Safety
Coordinator all
receive OHS
Support emails

Call the Ministry of
Labour (MoL)
immediately

Phone Call

Manager calls
Health and Safety
Coordinator (HSC)

HSC receives email
or phone call from
Manager
informing of issue

HSC creates
Incident Form

HSC initiates
response, begin
collecting data

HSC collects and
reviews incident
data

Contact
Ministry of
Labour?

Yes

Accommodate
MoL inspection if
necessary

End

2
MoL Inspector will conduct own
investigation and lay charges that are
outside of Lambton’s jurisdiction

1

HSC conducts
interviews

Yes

Is onsite visit
needed?

No

No

No

End
Committee reviews HSC root cause
analysis, incident form and inspection
report if on-site visit occurred

2

Yes

Was MoL
called?

Managers

Includes date to
complete by and
assigned
responsibility

Managers or
supervisors
allocate resources
to address the
problem

Yes

Around 90% of
hazards are
maintenance
issues

Assigned risk
level of 0-3, 0
being the
most serious

Is it a
maintenance
issue?
Yes

High
Risk
Level

Assign risk level

No

Determine
response and
immediate
corrective action
plan

3

Assign corrective
activity, enters
maintenance cycle
and issue is fixed

Non-high
Risk Level

End

2

Investigation
Report created

HR Vault Health and Safety
files

Investigation
Report

HR Vault Health and Safety
files

No

Managers and
supervisors
approve response
recommendations

Health and Safety
Checklist

2

Health and Safety
Committee review
and recommends
response
Corrective measures
are attached to the
report

HSC uploads
Investigation
Report to MoL
immediately

Supervisors and Managers also perform
regular monthly or bi-annual inspections
that follow the same process

1

Conducts joint
inspection
according to
Health and Safety
checklist

Issues
identified?

4

Root cause
found?

Yes
Complete online
form on MoL
website within 48
hours of the
incident

County is notified
of a inspection

HSC analyzes root
cause

No

Workplace Inspections

Inspection Report

2

Inspection report
created

Report sent to
Health and Safety
Committee and
management for
review

Report also provided to HR
& RTW Consultant if WSIB
reportable and claim has
been established

HR Vault Health and Safety
files

3
Responsible
parties implement
corrective action
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End
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HR Reporting (HRR) – HR – Lambton County
Quarterly Reporting
HR prepares and
consolidates
manual reports for
quarterly porting

Manual
Reports

2

IT generated report of
position status and
associated status codes

IT Reports

HR receives IT
generated monthly
Position Report via
email

2
HR compiles
Position Report for
quarterly reporting

Report Manager was built to pull
specific data from iCity. HR does
not have access to set reporting
parameters

HR

Report
Manager

HR emails IT each
quarter to update
Report Manager
reporting
parameters

2

COM
4
HR pulls Crystal
Reports

Consolidate HR
Quarterly
Reporting Package

HR distributes
Reporting Package
to GMs

End

HR runs reports
from Report
Manager by
clicking link saved
in browser

Report
Manager

Crystal Reports

Reporting information is generated
between payroll runs.

Summarize
reporting
information

Quarterly Report Package sent to GM:
Manually generated:
• Organizational Chart
• Grievances (excel)
• Health & Safety Quarterly Report
IT generated:
• Position Report
Report Manager:
• Payouts Report (Overtime Pay,
Overtime Bank, Sick Paid Per
Quarter)
Crystal Reports:
• New Hire YTD Report
• Demographics Report
• Attendance Management
• Absence Time Bank Report
• Health and Safety Report Total
Incident

1

Crystal reports are reports built to
pull data from iCity and infoHR.
Both systems have limited and less
user friendly reporting functions.
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Payroll Reporting (PRR) – Payroll – Lambton County
Remittance Reporting

Customer-Requested Reporting

Every Pay
Period

Every Pay
Period

Payroll runs
remittance reports
from iCity

Payroll tailors
reporting for
specific reporting
purposes

iCIty

Reporting is tailored
to each CBA
requirement.

Payroll

Payroll distributes
remittance reports
to relevant
recipients

End

Remittance Reports (every pay
period):
Report of payroll deductions by
employee:
• CRA Remittances
• Withholdings / garnishments
• Retirement Savings Plan
deductions
• Union dues
• Social clubs
• Credit union deductions

Payroll runs
reports requested
by employees/
other departments

Payroll tailors
reporting for
specific reporting
purposes

Payroll maintains a reconciliation
workbook of GL, earnings,
deductions, remittances, and CRA
payment by employee by T4
boxes. Spreadsheet is updated
each pay period.

T4 and OMERS Reporting

2

iCity is not date sensitive to
employee status changes; hence,
the need for manual tracking
Can only run T4s once in iCity. If
amended in iCity, they will not
print as amended and the original
information is lost.

Year-End OMERS
Reporting

Year-End T4
Reporting

T4 Balancing
Spreadsheet

iCity –
T4 Test Area

Payroll Supervisor
balances T4 data

Quarterly, Payroll
runs draft T4s in
iCity test area

4

Payroll Supervisor
reviews
employment status
changes for yearend reporting

Run original T4
and electronically
submit to CRA and
employee

Amendments
needed?

No

3

Employment
Status Change
Tracking
Spreadsheet

End

Run OMERS Form
119 data from iCity

iCity

iCIty

Payroll Supervisor
completes OMERS
Form 119 on
OMERS portal

OMERS Portal

Status Changes
include, new hires,
terminations, broken
services, etc.

Yes

Payroll distributes
reports to relevant
recipients

End

1
Customer-Requested Reports
(every pay period):
Report of specific payroll
information requested by an
employee or department, such as:
• Absence time bank balances
• COVID-related payroll expenses
• Union billings
• Merit increases for PT
employees

Payroll corrects
any noted errors in
iCity

Payroll amends T4
in iCity

Payroll updates
Balancing
Spreadsheet to
track T4 changes

Payroll prints T4
and stamp as
amended

Payroll emails IT to
refresh testing
area

Payroll mails
amended T4 to
CRA and employee

Re-run draft T4s in
iCity test area next
quarter

1

Payroll updates all
year-end T4
changes in iCity

iCIty

Payroll runs T4
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Once changes are
made, original T4
data is erased in
iCity and system
does not reflect
the changes as an
amended T4.

Adds Pension
Adjustment
amounts into T4
balancing
spreadsheet

1

End
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Appendix 5 — Example RFP Scope Inputs
Project # Click here to enter text.
Information to Proponents

The Corporation of the County of Lambton
Supply of Click here to enter text.

5
5.1

REQUIREMENTS
BACKGROUND
[County content]

5.2

SCOPE
The scope of work required under this request includes
• A cloud-based Human Resources and Payroll software solution
• Implementation, including project management and migration from existing
systems (Payroll: Vadim/iCity, HRIS: InfoHR)
• Post-implementation support, including training and maintenance of the system
• Ad-hoc support if required (for example, assistance with developing rules and
reports).
This software solution should address the mandatory functions as described:
• Human Resources
o Employee records set-up & maintenance (employee payroll information,
masterfile updates for rates/benefits/other banks)
o Total rewards (compensation administration, management of
recognition and rewards, health & welfare benefits administration,
retirement administration)
o Workforce management (separation/termination, absence)
• Payroll:
o Scheduling and shift rosters (including shift “swaps” and vacation
requests)
o Recording time and attendance / timekeeping
o Processing of payroll and related reporting
o Earnings and deductions
o Tax and statutory remittance filings
o Ability to process late timecards
o Overtime, statutory pay
o Benefits and Pension administration
o General ledger reporting
o Period-end cut-off.
• Employee self-service (time submission and review, access banked hour
reports, changes to personal information (e.g. banking information))
• Manager self-service (approval of timesheets, access banked hour reports,
workflowed approvals, etc)
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•
•
•

Incorporation of unique rules and step-up schedules for Unionized personnel
and related Collective Bargaining Agreements
The ability to separate / separately process payroll for related entities (for
example Fire, Library, etc)
Reporting, including both general reporting and customizable reporting by end
users.

This software solution would, ideally, also address the non-mandatory functions as
described:
• Human Resources:
o Talent acquisition (sourcing, recruitment, evaluation, offer management)
o Seniority calculations
o Injury/WSIB management
o Onboarding (pre-day-1 and Day 1)
o Labour relations
o Employee relations
o Performance management
o Demand forecast
• Learning (learning development, learning delivery, learning management)
• Health & safety
• Disability management (non-occupational disability management)

5.3

SOLUTIONS TO OTHER APPLICATIONS
The County is reviewing systems and software utilized across the County’s various
departments and functions, and is seeking to consolidate this software where
possible/practical.
Please include information on other modules or applications that may be considered
with future software replacements, including but not limited to:
• General Ledger
o Accounts Payable
o Accounts Receivable
o Budgeting
• Tangible Capital Asset Management
• [County content]

5.4

SUMMARY OF COUNTY’S APPLICATIONS
The following table identifies applications in use by the County; the second column
identifies the County’s plan for each system (retire, interface, or stand-alone):

Application

Consideration

Vadim/iCity ERP

Interfacing

Vadim/iCity (Payroll)

Retire

infoHR

Retire
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Application

Consideration

iCity Online

Retire

SNAP Schedule

Retire

Staff Schedule Care

Interface

Njoyn

Retire

EDF / Employee Information Portal (inhouse)

Retire

Maximo

Interfacing

5.5

KEY STATISTICS RELEVANT TO SOLUTIONS:

Category

Details

Size and composition of Payroll team

[County content]

Size and Composition of HR team

[County content]

Employees

T4s issued (2021)

[County content]
- FT:
- PT:
- Casual:
- Other:
[County content]

Pay cycles

Bi-weekly

Pay Groups

24

Paystubs per pay period

[County content]

# of separate Union agreements

11

Job postings per year

Resumes per year

[County content]
- FT
- PT
- Casual
- Other
[County content]

Interviews per year

[County content]

5.6

CURRENT-STATE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:
[Architecture diagram to be provided by IS&T or separately upon request]
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5.7

TECHNOLOGY STANDARDS:

Technical Function

Preferred Technology/Platform

Server Operating Systems

[County content]

Client Operating Systems

[County content]

Database Software

[County content]

Web Server Software

[County content]

Mail Server Software

[County content]

Office Applications

[County content]

Directory

[County content]

Server Management

[County content]

Middleware/Integration Technology

[County content]

Portal

[County content]
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Appendix 6 — Ratings and Classifications
The following rating scale was used to assist in identifying priority and/or severity for the observations
identified during this review. This scale is intended to be used for guidance only; we are not acting as
external auditors nor value for money auditors and, accordingly, our work does not constitute an audit,
examination, value for money, attestation, or specified procedures engagement in the nature of that
conducted by external auditors on financial statements or other information and does not result in the
expression of an opinion.
Rating

Guide

High

Issue could result in financial or operational losses within this area in the near term if left
unresolved. Corrective action should be started within 30 days and completed within the
next quarter. If not remediated, there is a risk that a High issue could:

Medium

Low

Performance
Improvement
Opportunity (PIO)

—

Impact the control environment, processes and systems, and the business meeting
its control objectives.

—

Possibly result in significant regulatory sanctions and/or penalties.

—

Cause substantial reputational damage and/or loss of key clients/relationships.

Issue is either recurring in nature or could result in financial or operational losses within
this area over the next 12 months if left unresolved. Corrective action should be started
within 60 days and completed within the next two quarters. If not remediated, there is a
risk that a Medium issue could:
—

Result in an adverse impact on the control environment, processes and systems, and
the auditable entity meeting its control objectives.

—

Possibly result in moderate regulatory sanctions and/or penalties.

—

Cause possible reputational damage and/or loss of key clients/relationships.

Issue is unlikely to result in financial or operational losses but may include opportunities to
improve the effectiveness or the efficiency of controls or processes. Corrective action is
encouraged but not required. If not remediated, there is a risk that a Low issue could:
—

Result in an impact on the control environment, processes and systems, and the
auditable entity meeting some of its control objectives.

—

Possibly result in limited regulatory sanctions/ and or penalties.

—

Cause minimal or isolated reputational damage and/or client dissatisfaction.

Observations related to better practice or improvements to efficiency/ effectiveness only.
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Appendix 7 — Personnel Contacted During the
Review

2

Name 2

Title

Katie Alvarado

Human Resources & RTW Consultant

Jennifer Babula

Scheduling, Long-Term Care

Sophia Barnes

Employee Services Coordinator

Laura Bydeley

Scheduling, Social Services, Housing

David Cummings

Health & Safety Coordinator

Angelo De Carolis

Labour Relations / Disability Management Consultant

Melissa Donovan

Executive Assistant to the CAO

Katherine Dreise

Scheduling, Emergency Medical Services

Lacy Ferguson

Quality Assurance Manager, Long-Term Care

Tonya Furtado

Corporate Manager, Human Resources

Tracy Griffiths

Accountant, Finance

Julie Johnson

Data Processor 2

Nancy King

Manager, Financial Administration Services

Leah Klompstra

Records Management Coordinator

Judy Krahn

Systems Analyst, IT

Greer Macdonell

Scheduling, Cultural Services, Library Services Supervisor

Rylie Mallette

Employee Services Coordinator

Lisa Mills

Payroll Clerk

Janessa O’Neill

Payroll / Financial Processing Supervisor

Larry Palarchio

General Manager: Finance, Facilities and Court Services

Bonnie Parker

Data Processor 1

Robin Parsons

Human Resource Assistant

Tara Pounds

Revenue Officer, Office of the CAO (Project Manager)

Jessica Sousa

Compensation Specialist

Diane Syer

Data Processor 2

Rob Wilks

Corporate Manager, IT

Bolded individuals indicate Project Team members.
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